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Thank you to all our incredible retail partners for your 
support and perseverance over the last year.  And what a 
year it has been!  As we look forward to an even brighter 
spring season this year, we are proud to reveal our 
most advanced new product launch ever.  This season 
is all about providing a new standard in trail comfort, 
reimagined pack fit, high-performance sustainability, 
and accessibility for everyone and anyone to have the 
opportunity to enjoy the outdoors…we look forward to 
seeing you there!   
 
With love from Utah,
Gregory Mountain Products

@gregorypackseu // eu.gregorypacks.com
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BACKPACKING

> MEN’S

> MEN’S

> WOMEN’S

> WOMEN’S

> WOMEN’S > UNISEX> MEN’S

> WOMEN’S

Stout 70 Amber 65Stout 60 Amber 55Stout 45Stout 35 Amber 44Amber 34

> MEN’S > WOMEN’S

Icarus 40Icarus 30

> HIKING

Paragon 68Paragon 58 Maven 55Paragon 48 Maven 45

Zulu 40Zulu 35Zulu 30 Zulu 55 Jade 38Jade 33Jade 28 Jade 53

Maya 10 Maya 30 Maya 40Maya 22Maya 16Miwok 24Miwok 18   Miwok 42Miwok 12 Miwok 32

> MEN’S > WOMEN’S

Arrio 24 Arrio 30Arrio 18

Kalmia 60Kalmia 50Katmai 65Katmai 55

> WOMEN’S> MEN’S

HIKING

PREMIUM BACKPACKING

BACKPACKING

LIGHTWEIGHT  BACKPACKING

YOUTHVENTILATED BACKPACKING & HIKING

VENTILATED BACKPACKING

VENTILATED HIKING

ACTIVE TRAIL

Baltoro 85 ProBaltoro 75 Baltoro 100 ProBaltoro 65 Deva 80 ProDeva 70Deva 60

> MEN’S

Focal 58Focal 48

ULTRALIGHT  BACKPACKING
> UNISEX

Citro 30 Juno 30Citro 24 Juno 24
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= NEW PRODUCT

Waistpack Nano 14 Nano 18 Nano 20

2L Reservoir

Kiro 18

3L Reservoir

Kiro 22

3L Trek

Kiro 28

Resin 22 Resin 25 Resin 28

> MEN’S > WOMEN’S > UNISEX

Alpinisto LT 28 Alpinisto 50 Targhee 45Alpinisto LT 38 Targhee 26 Targhee FT 35Targhee FT 24Alpinisto 35 Targhee 32 Targhee FT 45

Tetrad 40 Tetrad 60 Tribute 40 Tribute 55 Border 
Traveler 30

Juxt 28Border 
Carry-On 40

Juxt 34

Raincover

>30L
30-50L
50-80L
80-110L

ACCESSORIES

HYDRATION

DAY HIKING

3D HYDRO RESERVOIRS

EVERYDAY OUTDOOR

EVERYDAY ESSENTIALS EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

TRAVEL

ALPINE & SKI

Nano 16
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BALTORO + DEVA
65L - 75L  |  60L - 70L
The ultimate choice for trail comfort, featuring a dynamic suspension 
system that moves with your body and state-of-the-art pack features 
and organization.

FOCAL
48L - 58L
Ultralight design, dynamic comfort and uncompromising features for 
those seeking to traverse entire countries.

RAINCOVER
>30L  |  30-50L  |  50-80L  |  80-110L
Waterproof protection utilizes durable recycled polyester material to 
minimize each product’s carbon footprint.

BALTORO PRO + DEVA PRO
85L - 100L  |  80L
A collection designed for large capacity and heavy loads, the Baltoro Pro 
and Deva Pro achieve superior comfort with the FreeFloat A3 dynamic 
suspension. 

Baltoro + Deva 
BACKPACKING

Focal
ULTRALIGHT BACKPACKING

Baltoro Pro + Deva Pro
BACKPACKING

Raincover
ACCESSORIES

NEW COLORS

BUCKHORN BLACK 
Stout

BRICK RED
Citro

EMERALD GREEN
Juno

VINTAGE BLUE
Juno

BRIGHT NAVY + BURNT AMBER
Nano

OLIVE GREEN
Zulu

MIDNIGHT NAVY
Jade

FERROUS ORANGE
Paragon

AMETHYST PURPLE
Kiro

OZONE BLACK
Citro
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 The ultimate in custom pack fit and available in 
three adjustable torso sizes, with fit ranges that 
overlap with one another, allowing you to size up 
or down to accommodate a smaller or larger body 
shape. The hipbelt padding also fully adjusts on all 
pack sizes to deliver refreshing, all-day comfort.

The AirCushion backpanel is made from proprietary 
mesh with a 3D structure consisting of over 90% 
open-air.  This next-generation padding provides 
true on-the-back breathability, eliminates pressure 
points, and has moisture-wicking cooling benefits.

The FreeFloat A3 system allows the hipbelt, 
shoulder harnesses, and lower backpanel to adapt 
and conform to your body’s unique shape.  Patented 
FreeFloat hipbelt system and auto-rotating shoulder 
harnesses flex and adapt to your body’s natural 
walking movements, delivering unrivaled comfort.

DYNAMIC COMFORT ADAPTABLE FIT SYSTEM AIRCUSHION BACKPANEL

PREMIUM BACKPACKING
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• New and improved ComfortGrip lumbar panel to properly locate and 
support the weight onto your back

• Sidekick daypack removed to help maintain the competitive price point
• Lighter and more accessible SideWinder water bottle holster with stretch-mesh
• Accessory attachment system located at easy-to-access hip location for 

bear spray holster’s or accessory pouches
• Revised top pocket organization with quick access accessory pocket addition
• SpeedClip hydration attachment system added for compatibility with 

Gregory’s 3D Hydro reservoirs
• Nano Connect daypack attachment system added (Nano daypack not included)
• New foamless backpanel, reducing plastic usage to maintain same weight 

as previous generation

• Fully reimagined FreeFloat™ A3 Suspension with a dynamic hipbelt and 
rotating shoulder harness

• New Adaptable Fit System with fully adjustable harnesses and hipbelts, 
and available in three torso sizes to accommodate not only different back 
lengths but also different body shapes.  This new fit approach allows us 
to eliminate the component accessory system, without compromising the 
pinnacle of customizable pack fit.

• Fully adjustable hipbelts with enlarged pockets to fit larger phones and 
GPS units

• AirCushion backpanel made from a 3D mesh providing over 90% open-air, 
providing cool breathability and quick-dry padding

• Polygiene® Stays Fresh treated shoulder harness, hipbelts, and backpanel  
(an odor control treatment that inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria)
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Perimeter Frame Architecture
An alloy perimeter frame surrounds the pack’s hipbelt and harness, 
enabling a dynamic support system to move freely while providing stable 
load management. A fiberglass cross support positioned at the center 
of the frame maintains the pack shape, so the pack’s weight stays close 
to your center of gravity. 

Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology
An odor control fabric treatment applied to the backpanel, hipbelt, and 
shoulder harness mesh inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria to 
keep your pack fresher, longer. Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology is 
bluesign® approved,  and has Oeko-tex Eco Passports approval.

Flexes and adapts 
to the natural walking 
motion of your hips and 
upper body to deliver a new 
standard in trail comfort.

12

M OV E S  W I T H  YO U
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The hipbelt is attached to the outer frame via two flex panels that 
allow the entire hipbelt assembly and lower Comfort Cradle to 
move independently of the outer frame.  This flexibility coupled 
with the rotating shoulder harnesses allows the pack to adapt and 
flex with your body’s natural movements to save crucial energy 
and deliver unrivaled comfort. The hipbelt is built with a special 
cocktail of three different foam densities, most importantly 
Gregory’s LifeSpan EVA, as well a rigid HDPE support layer 
sandwiched in the center, making this one of the most comfortable 
hipbelts ever built.

The foamless backpanel is built from a proprietary 3D mesh with 
a honeycomb structure consisting of over 90% open-air.  This 
next-generation padding reduces surface contact to provide 
true on-the-back breathability, eliminates pressure points, has 
moisture-wicking cooling benefits, and is treated with Polygiene® 
Stays Fresh anti-odor treatment.

Shoulder harness auto-adjusts to match your shoulder slope 
angles.  While hiking, the rotation allows the pack to move with 
your body’s natural walking movements, which in turn keeps 
your center of gravity more balanced and ultimately conserves 
energy on the trail.

FREEFLOAT DYNAMIC HIPBELT

AIRCUSHION BACKPANEL

AUTO-ROTATING SHOULDER HARNESS

3D Shoulder Harness & Hipbelts
Both the shoulder harness and hipbelt are designed to have a pre-curved 
3D shape, eliminating bunching and hot spots against your body. The 
3D shape also provides consistent padding and support where the load 
of the pack meets your unique body shape.

ComfortGrip Lumbar
The soft molded gription pad positioned on the small of the back prevents 
pack slip while carrying heavy loads.  Only found on our Baltoro and Deva 
collection, this invaluable piece of technology keeps the pack positioned 
high on the hips to maximize load transfer and avoid the classic over-
tightening of the hipbelt.

13
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PACK FIT REIMAGINED

14

Torso length can adjust 
7,6 CM ON ALL SIZES

Hipbelts adjust 
8,9 CM ON EACH SIDE 

allowing for a 
17,8 CM TOTAL HIPBELT 

ADJUSTMENT

Shoulder harnesses:
3,8 CM OF LENGTH 

BETWEEN EACH SIZE

S

XS

S XS

M

S

M S

L

M

L M

Size up for longer hipbelts 
and shoulder harness

Size down for shorter hipbelts 
and shoulder harness

Torso length overlap allows 
user to fit in multiple sizes

TO
RS

O
 L

EN
G

TH
 (

CM
)

HIPBELT FIT RANGE
XS – 66-122 cm SM – 66-122 cm MD – 71-127 cm

WOMEN’S DEVA
available in three adjustable sizes 
Extra Small, Small and Medium

48,3

45,7

43,2

40,6

38,1

35,6

M
S

XS

MEN’S BALTORO
available in three adjustable sizes

Small, Medium and Large

HIPBELT FIT RANGE
SM – 66-122 cm MD – 71-127 cm LG – 76-132 cm

53,3

50,8

48,3

45,7

43,2

40,6

L
M

S

››› TORSO LENGTH + BODY SHAPE

Unlike a typical two-torso size offering seen in other adjustable backpacks, the Baltoro and Deva are available 
in three adjustable torso sizes to deliver unrivaled trail comfort. This unique three-torso size offering means 
the back length adjustability overlaps across all three sizes, making it possible to select the size that most 
comfortably fits your back length and curvature, but also gives you the option to size up or down to accommodate a 
smaller or larger body shapes, without the need for swappable components. Game changer!
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››› THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEN’S AND WOMEN’S FIT 
We have always been proud of our commitment to the unique differences between Men’s 
and Women’s pack fit.  Women’s packs utilize a more subtle curve in the shoulder harness 
for a better fit around the bust area, and the hip belt is designed to have a steeper angle to 
match a Women’s geometry.  Men’s packs use a flatter hip belt angle and a more curved 
shoulder harness to properly fit the male skeletal structure.

15
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 › Sunglass QuickStow system on shoulder harness for 
quick, secure and scratch-free access to your shades

 › Custom fitted raincover included

 › Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip 
hydration hanger compatible with Gregory’s 3D 
Hydro Reservoirs (reservoir not included)

 › SideWinder bottle holster for one-handed on-the-go 
water bottle access - tucks away when not in use

 › Accessory attachment system located at easy-
to-access hip location for bear spray holster’s or 
accessory pouches

 › Adjustable attachment loops and upper shock 
locks for trekking poles or ice axe

 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls and 
molded webbing keepers for strap management

 › Nano Connect - Included interior toggles to 
connect Nano 14 Daypack

 › Oversized zippered hipbelt pockets with enough 
space to fit cell phones and trail essentials

 › Dual front zippered pockets with floating divider wall

 › Front U-Zip access to main body of pack

 › Floating top pocket with a large zippered compartment, 
small quick-access pocket and an underside zippered 
pocket, reflective attachment points, and key clip  

 › Zippered bottom sleeping bag compartment with 
removable divider

 › Side stretch-mesh pocket with pass through for 
over-or-under compression

 › Front oversized stretch-mesh pocket with secure 
buckle closure

 › Quick-pull drawcord closure and top webbing 
compression   

16
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BACKPACKING

Carbon Footprint 
TOTAL IMPACT: 
31.9 kg

Acidification
TOTAL IMPACT: 
.09 SO2

31%

REDUCED

18%

REDUCED

Water Pollution 
TOTAL IMPACT: 
6.06 kg N23%

REDUCED

Smog Formation
TOTAL IMPACT: 
1.49 kg O3

24%

REDUCED

Primary Energy 
Demand
TOTAL IMPACT: 
556 net cal25%

REDUCED

Blue Water 
Consumption
TOTAL IMPACT: 
32 gal22%

REDUCED

››› SUSTAINABILITY SCORECARD

*BALTORO 65

Matching performance with sustainability, the 
Baltoro and Deva maintain the lifetime performance 
and dependability they’re known for while moving 
in a new, more sustainable direction. Using our 
proprietary LifeCycle Analysis (LCA) tool, we’ve used 
the data to make significant reductions in plastic and 
the carbon footprint, all while improving fit, heavy-
load comfort, and maintaining best-in-class weights.

 › 50% reduction in plastic - By reengineering pack’s 
support architecture we’ve reduced the amount of plastic 
used by 50% over the previous generation.

 › Sustainable, performance materials - High-tenacity 
recycled fibers are used throughout to maximize the 
performance and lifespan of the pack and minimize the 
packs carbon footprint.

 › PFC-Free DWR - All pack fabrics are treated with a  
PFC-Free durable water repellent coating.

 › Polygiene® Stays Fresh treatment  - Extended product 
life by inhibiting bacterial growth to minimize washing, 
and skin irritation - all items that lead to premature 
retirement of packs.

SUSTAINABILITY

17
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BALTORO 65

BALTORO 75

Comfort and performance drive the Baltoro 65 and the 
FreeFloat A3 suspension. The rotating shoulder strap 
and dynamic hipbelt provide unmatched comfort and the 
adjustable torso and  hipbelt help you dial the fit to your 
specific body shape.  

The Baltoro 75 provides space for all your essentials (and 
non-essentials). The FreeFloat A3 dynamic carry system 
allows for max comfort, even with heavier loads. An 
odor-fighting mesh and ventilated AirCushion backpanel 
deliver a cooler, fresher pack for extended trips deep into 
the backcountry.

SM 142441   MD 142440   LG 142439

SM 142512   MD 142511   LG 142513 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 24.9 kg  

SPECS: (MD)

SPECS: (MD)

Brick Red -1129

Alaska Blue -1002

Obsidian Black -0413

VOLUME WEIGHT

65 L 2.23 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT

75 L 2.26 kg

https://youtu.be/6LFUKjQPkR4
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Backpanel, shoulder harness and hipbelt treated 
with Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology – an 
anti-microbial, odor control airmesh treatment 
that inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria

DEVA 60

DEVA 70

Adjustable fit with dynamic comfort combines in the 
Deva 60 to provide a heavy load carrying pack that 
prioritizes impact throughout the design. Built with 
recycled fabrics and an odor-fighting mesh, this pack 
matches performance with a reduction in carbon 
footprint.

Designed to harness dynamic comfort from our 
FreeFloat A3 system, the Deva 70 provides the support 
needed to carry heavy loads while offering an adaptable 
fit system to match your body shape and movements. 

XS 142459   SM 142458   MD 142457

XS 142450   SM 142449    MD 142448

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 24.9 kg

SPECS: (SM)

SPECS: (SM) SUSTAINABLE
PERFORMANCE

PACK BODY 210D HIGH DENSITY 40% RECYCLED 
NYLON & 420D HIGH DENSITY 45% RECYCLED NYLON 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR

PACK BOTTOM 630D HIGH DENSITY NYLON WITH 
PFC-FREE DWR

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

PACK HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES

HARNESS/HIP/LUM LIFESPAN EVA FOAM & 
AIRCUSHION MESH 

CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME & FIBERGLASS 
ANTI-BARRELING CROSS-STAY & HDPE

Built with high-tenacity recycled fibers and 
measured by our lifecycle analysis tool, we 
maximized performance and lifespan of the pack 
while reducing the carbon footprint to provide 
transparency to the end-consumer. 

Carbon footprint reduction impact label included 
on underside of top pocket *BALTORO 65L

Fog Grey -0504

Emerald Green -1327

Glacial Blue -0513

BACKPACKING

VOLUME WEIGHT

60 L 2.10 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT

70 L 2.13 kg

SUSTAINABILITY SCORECARD

31
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BALTORO 85 PRO

BALTORO 100 PRO

DEVA 80 PRO

The Baltoro 85 ensures max comfort while you carry a fully 
loaded 85-liter pack deep into the backcountry.  A FreeFloat 
A3 dynamic hipbelt and rotating harness help this pack flex 
with the natural movement of your body while maintaining 
support from the perimeter alloy frame.

Built with a dynamic, reinforced hipbelt to support heavy 
loads, the Baltoro 100 Pro provides the capacity needed 
for extended, self-supported trips. The odor-fighting 
backpanel with AirCushion mesh keeps you cool and fresh. 

You can pack it all when it comes to the Deva 80 Pro. This 
large capacity pack maximizes comfort under heavy loads 
thanks to the FreeFloat A3 dynamic suspension with a 
rotating harness. The Aircushion backpanel, with odor-
fighting mesh, provides much-needed ventilation on 
unsupported adventures.

SM 142444  MD 142443   LG 142442

SM 142438  MD 142437   LG 142436

XS 142453   SM 142452   MD 142451

SPECS: (SIZE MEDIUM)

SPECS: (SIZE MEDIUM)

SPECS: (SIZE SMALL)

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 31.8 kg   

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 34 kg

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 31.8 kg 

Alaska Blue -1002

Lava Grey  -1490

VOLUME WEIGHT

85 L 2.5 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT

100 L 2.6 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT

80 L 2.4 kg

https://youtu.be/9VPF3YcTokk
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PACK BODY 210D UHMWPE MOLECULAR HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP 40% 
RECYCLED NYLON & 420D HIGH DENSITY 45% RECYCLED NYLON WITH 
PFC-FREE DWR

PACK BOTTOM 630D HIGH DENSITY NYLON WITH PFC-FREE DWR

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

PACK HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES

HARNESS/HIP/LUM LIFESPAN EVA FOAM & AIRCUSHION MESH 

CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME & FIBERGLASS ANTI-BARRELING 
CROSS-STAY & HDPE

Backpanel, shoulder harness and hipbelt treated 
with Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology – an anti-
microbial, odor control airmesh treatment that 
inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria

SUSTAINABLE
PERFORMANCE

Built with high-tenacity recycled fibers and 
measured by our lifecycle analysis tool, we 
maximized performance and lifespan of the pack 
while reducing the carbon footprint to provide 
transparency to the end-consumer. 

• Increased frame thickness from 4mm to 5mm 
provide a stiffened, more capable suspension

• Hipbelt and shoulder harness foam thickness is 
increased to support heavier loads

• Internal hipbelt support panel thickness 
increased to provide enhanced heavy-load 
performance

• 100L utilizes extended frame height to properly 
support large capacity

• Upgraded fabrics featuring UHMWPE Molecular 
Honeycomb CryptoRip for maximum durability

REGULAR VS. PRO
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The Stout and Amber are all about durabilty and versatility 
from the trailhead to the summit. The fully adjustable VersaFit 
suspension with wrapping hipbelt and wishbone alloy frame 
provide the custom fit and comfort that makes a day on the 
trail a breeze.  Add in the durable front stretch mesh pocket 
and the included custom fit raincover and you can head off on 
to the trailhead well organized, confident, and ready to tackle 
a new adventure.

THE ULTIMATE IN DURABILTY AND VERSATILTY FOR 
NEW ADVENTURES ON THE TRAIL.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE VERSAFIT SUSPENSION WITH 
WRAPAROUND PADDED HIPBELT.

INCLUDED CUSTOM FIT, COLOR MATCHED RAINCOVER.

DURABILITY

CUSTOM FIT

RAINCOVER

BACKPACKING
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BACKPACKING
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 » VersaFit adjustable torso length with 3D Foam 
breathable backpanel

 » Adjustable padded wraparound hipbelt with 
large zippered pockets (adjustable on Stout 
70/60 & Amber 65/55)

 » Perforated, breathable shoulder harness with 
sternum strap featuring an integrated safety whistle

 › Wishbone alloy frame for stable load management 
and torsional flexibility

 › Custom fitted raincover included
 › Zippered bottom sleeping bag compartment with 

removable divider (divider on Stout 70/60 & Amber 
65/55)

 › Floating zippered top pocket with underside 
zippered raincover pocket and key clip (sewn in 
on Stout 45/35 & Amber 44/34)

 › Dual side mesh pockets featuring side trail 
access with top and bottom compression straps 
(trail access on Stout 70/60 & Amber 65/55)

 › Front oversized stretch mesh pocket with 
durable fabric panel

 › Quick-pull drawcord closure and top webbing 
compression

 › Hydration sleeve with universal hanger and exit port
 › Trekking pole/tool attachment points with 

bungee closure system
 › Reinforced bottom panel with dual layer 

construction
 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls
 › Nano connect - Included interior toggles to 

connect Nano 14 daypack (60/70, 55/65)
 › Full body U-Zip main opening on front of bag for 

easy unloading when you get to camp (available 
on Stout 70/60 & Amber 65/55)

BODY 210D NYLON & 420D NYLON

BASE 840D BALLISTIC POLYESTER 

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER WITH 
PFC-FREE DWR

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR MULTI-DENSITY CLOSED & OPEN CELL FOAM

CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL & FIBERGLASS ANTI-BARRELING 
CROSS STAY & HDPE
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BACKPACKING

VersaFit suspension is all about the connection between 
you and the gear you carry. The lightweight alloy frame 
is directly connected to a hip-wrapping 3D hipbelt 
providing you with a soft, breathable platform to carry 
the packs weight.  But the real magic is in the adjustable 
torso length with breathable 3D foam backpanel and 
FitTune hipbelts, allowing you to make small, quick 
adjustments for a perfectly tailored fit.  These renowned 
Gregory technologies in combination with the direct-
connect hipbelt that works seamlessly with the pack, 
create a body-hugging fit that will keep you feeling light 
and nimble all day long. 

›› VERSAFIT ADJUSTABLE TORSO LENGTH:
Torso length: With 4+ inches of continuous adjustment, the adjustable torso length 
on the Stout and Amber provide excellent fit and support through a direct connection 
between the frame and the adjustment panel. 

›› 3D FOAM BACKPANEL: 
Dual layer, perforated foams provide the perfect balance of support and comfort.

›› FIT TUNE ADJUSTABLE HIPBELT:  
Quick and simple to adjust while wearing the pack, the FitTune hipbelt allows for 4 
inches (10 CM) of adjustment for a custom fit.

›› ALLOY WISHBONE FRAME: 
The lightweight alloy frame is directly connected to both the harness and hipbelts for 
superior load stability and comfort. The wishbone design allows for torsional flex with 
the support you need to conquer the rock scramble to the summit.
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STOUT 35

STOUT 45

Some trips require extra space. The Stout 35 has the 
space you need for a full day, or light overnight. With an 
included raincover and adjustable VersaFit suspension, 
the Stout 35 has all the features you need.

For quick overnights and high mileage days, the Stout 
45 is the perfect fit. With an included raincover, and 
the VersaFit adjustable suspension, you get a custom 
fit and piece of mind that you’re ready for any weather.

ONE SIZE 126871

ONE SIZE 126872

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 15.9 kg

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg  

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

35 L 1.27 kg 78 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

45 L 1.34 kg 78 g

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

Phantom Blue -8320

Buckhorn Black -9573

Fennel Green -1333
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STOUT 60

STOUT 70

Large enough for multiday trips and extended trails 
with re-supply stops, the Stout 60 and its adjustable fit 
will keep you comfortable, and the included raincover 
will keep your pack dry in a sudden rain shower.

With the capacity for some extras, the Stout 70 
matches space with comfort. A fully adjustable torso 
and hipbelt make for an easy to fit pack, with the 
durability to match. An included raincover completes 
this gear swallowing brute.

ONE SIZE 126875

ONE SIZE 126876

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg  

• MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

60 L 1.61 kg 104 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

70 L 1.64 kg 107 g

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

BACKPACKING

https://youtu.be/wWaXjcN4VoM
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AMBER 34

AMBER 44

As a generous daypack or a minimalist overnighter, 
the Amber 34 fits the bill. Zippered bottom access 
and a VersaFit breathable suspension that adjusts for 
a custom fit, this pack is ready for any adventure. 
    

Ideal for summer overnights, the Amber 44 can be the 
bag you take out for the day as well. Supported by the 
adjustable VersaFit suspension and with the included 
raincover, this pack is as comfortable as it is versatile.

ONE SIZE 126867

ONE SIZE 126868

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

34 L 1.23 kg 75 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

44 L 1.28 kg 78 g

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

Dark Teal -5257

Arctic Grey -8319

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg
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AMBER 55

AMBER 65

At home in a slot canyon, or in the alpine, the Amber 
55 carries all your gear without feeling cumbersome 
thanks to the adjustable VersaFit suspension. An 
included raincover provides peace of mind during a 
rainy shoulder seasons.

The Amber 65 provides the space needed for mega-
treks of all types. Easy to use top-loading and bottom 
access, and breathable VersaFit suspension make for 
a fully featured, adjustable fit pack. 

ONE SIZE 126877

ONE SIZE 126878

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

55 L 1.54 kg 102 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

65 L 1.56 kg 106 g

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg 

• MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg

BACKPACKING

https://youtu.be/0Dy81w-ec7M
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Our youth hikers Icarus packs focus on the same trail needs 
that adults have when venturing out for a day of contemplation 
in the woods. The difference is scale. This is why our Icarus 
packs have the same fit and comfort, durable materials, and 
features only in a format suited for growing hikers.

By incorporating the same quality standards and fit Gregory is 
so well known for, we can be confident that the experience on 
the trail will inspire many more adventures.

HIKING

Icarus 40Icarus 30

YOUTH
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BACKPACKING
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Capri Green -7417

Hyper Blue -2784

ICARUS 30

ICARUS 40

We designed the Icarus 30 to ensure the first trip its 
owner takes is the first of many. Sized for beginner 
backpackers who will carry a lighter load, this 30-liter 
youth backpack easily adjusts to fit growing boys and 
girls, and its simple, easy to use feature set makes for 
a great experience on the trail.  If this is your first pack, 
you’re one lucky youngster—because it’s your first step 
on into the great wide open!

Decades of industry experience have given us a wealth 
of insight into what first-time backpackers need and 
want. So with that in mind, we created the Icarus 
40: an entry-level backpack designed to make those 
initial scouting, family, and school group trips as fun 
as possible by focusing on comfort and ease-of-use. 
An adjustable backpanel and straightforward features 
and pockets eliminate the common fit and function 
frustrations that keep beginners from falling in love 
with the trail.

ONE SIZE 111472

ONE SIZE 111473

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Sleeping Bag

VOLUME WEIGHT

30 L 975 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

40 L 1.03 kg

https://youtu.be/z7irMMvC0pI
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 » Dedicated lower compartment for quick access 
to sleeping bag or extra layers

 » Durable front stretch mesh stuff pocket for quick 
access to a rain jacket or sandals

 » Top pocket with dual pockets to provide a 
dedicated area for a headlamp or snacks

 › Reflective webbing loops to easily locate your pack 
at camp and to clip on accessories

 › Bottom side compression with pass through for 
uninhibited use of the side mesh pocket

 › Dual mesh side pockets for water bottle access 

 › Attachment loop and quick-attach shock lock for 
trekking poles

 › Hydration Sleeve with Port for easy hose routing

 › Custom comfort grip molded zipper pulls

 › Sternum strap buckle with integrated safety whistle

BODY 210D BIG RIP NYLON / 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON  
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR 
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED DUAL 
DENSITY CLPE & OPEN CELL FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT HDPE FRAMESHEET

BACKPACKING
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HYBRID SUSPENSION FEATURING GREGORY’S FREEFLOAT 
DYNAMIC COMFORT CRADLE LOWER BACK SYSTEM AND 
BREATHABLE 3D FOAM UPPER BACKPANEL SUPPORT

FULL LENGTH SIDE-LOADING ACCESS ZIPPER FOR EASY 
UNLOADING AND GEAR ORGANIZATION

FULLY ADJUSTABLE TORSO LENGTH AND CUSTOMIZABLE 
HIPBELT FIT

FULL LENGTH SIDE ZIPPER

HYBRID SUSPENSION

CUSTOM FIT

The Paragon and Maven feature an innovative hybrid suspension 

system that cleverly combines a free floating lower back system 

with a breathable on-the-back upper back padding system.  This 

unique approach captures the best of both worlds - a super comfy 

lower back Comfort Cradle system with Gregory’s Patent Pending 

FreeFloat hipbelt tech and a close fitting upper backpanel that 

saves energy by keeping the bulk of the pack weight close against 

your back.  With a fully loaded but lightweight focused feature set, 

including full length side-loading access, the Paragon and Maven 

will make your next few days on the trail a dream come true.

LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING
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 » FreeFloat breathable suspension with dynamic 
flex panels that move with the natural 
movements of your body

 » Full length side-loading access zipper for easy 
unloading and gear organization

 » Adjustable torso length with 3D perforated foam 
breathable backpanel

 › 3D Comfort Cradle adjustable hipbelt with 3D 
construction for hotspot free, body-hugging comfort

 › Perforated dual density shoulder harness with 
sternum strap featuring integrated safety whistle 
and hydration clip

 › Wishbone alloy frame and fiberglass anti-barreling 
cross-stay for stable load management and 
torsional flexibility

 › Custom fitted raincover included

 › Sunglass QuickStow system on shoulder harness for 
quick, secure and scratch-free access to your shades

 › Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip hydration 
hanger compatible with Gregory’s 3D Hydro 
reservoir (reservoir not included)

 › Floating top pocket with large zippered 
compartment and an underside zippered pocket, 
reflective attachment points and key clip

 › Dual side stretch mesh pockets, one with side 
trail access, with pass through for over or under 
compression

 › Front oversized stretch mesh pocket with secure 
buckle closure

 › Quick-pull drawcord closure and top webbing 
compression

 › Zippered bottom sleeping bag compartment with 
removable divider 

 › Adjustable attachment loop and upper shock lock 
for trekking poles or an ice axe 

 › Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls and 
molded webbing keepers for strap management

 › NANO CONNECT - Included interior toggles to 
connect Nano 14 daypack

»

»

»
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BACKPACKING

COMFORT CRADLE SYSTEM FLOATS 
INDEPENDENTLY FROM THE MOVEMENT 
GENERATED BY YOUR BODY AS YOU HIKE

The key to long lasting comfort is designing a pack to 
work with the free movement of your body vs. fighting 
against your natural hiking motion. The Patent Pending 
FreeFloat’s lower back Comfort Cradle system allows 
the structure of the pack to float independently from the 
movement generated by your body as you hike, all while 
maintaining proper load transfer evenly from the front 
edge of your hips through your lower back.

›› 3D FOAM BACKPANEL: 
Designed to minimize contact, while keeping the pack weight very close to your 
center of gravity, the 3D foam backpanel utilizes a unique cross-cut process to create 
space between you and the pack allowing for airflow.

›› ADJUSTABLE 3D COMFORT CRADLE BELT:  
An evolution of our PreCurve 3D hipbelts found on the award winning Baltoro and 
Deva packs, the Paragon and Maven hipbelts use 3D Foam construction for body 
hugging, hot-spot free comfort. By integrating the hipbelt directly into the suspended 
lower back lumbar support we are able to create an ultra-soft, ventilated Comfort 
Cradle that wraps around your lower back and adjusts to your hips for the perfect fit 
every time.

›› PERIMETER FRAME:  
The lightweight alloy perimeter frame, in combination with the Fiberglass cross stay, 
keeps the weight close to your back and well connected the  FreeFloat suspension.

›› MEN’S & WOMEN’S GEOMETRY: 
True to our commitment to gender-specific design, the Paragon and Maven feature 
tailored shoulder harnesses for women and men. The angles and shape of the 3D 
Comfort Cradle also feature a gender-specific design to maximize comfort and 
provide even pressure around your hips.

The hybrid suspended mesh lower 
portion with the FreeFloat flex panels 
allow for your body to move naturally 

while maintaining the load support provided by the 
breathable foam backpanel.
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Ferrous Orange -6397

Basalt Black -2917

PARAGON 48

PARAGON 58

PARAGON 68

A tight, versatile package for fast-paced adventures 
when you have your lightweight kit dialed in.  The Para-
gon 48 is a great through-hiking option, or perfect for 
a quick weekend because you know that the FreeFloat 
adjustable, dynamic suspension will keep you moving 
comfortably while you log mile after mile.

Stay light on your feet with the Paragon 58. The 
adjustable FreeFloat dynamic suspension allows the 
lightweight pack to move with your body, so you stay 
balanced during the slot canyon section of The Needles 
loop you’ve been planning for years.

A fully featured backpacking solution in a lightweight, 
breathable package.  The Paragon 68 boasts enough 
space for self-supported trips into the Grand Canyon, 
and with the adjustable FreeFloat dynamic suspension, 
you can commit to the early start knowing that you’ll 
stay comfortable all day long. 

SM/MD 126844   MD/LG 126843

SM/MD 126846   MD/LG 126845

SM/MD 126848   MD/LG 126847

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Side U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 18.1 kg

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Side U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Side U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

48 L 1.60 kg 79 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

58 L 1.62 kg 90 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

68 L 1.68 kg 98 g

BACKPACKER MAGAZINE: 
EDITORS’ CHOICE

OUTSIDE: GEAR OF THE YEAR

POPULAR MECHANICS: 
EDITORS’ CHOICE

https://youtu.be/GmECbKH-IIQ
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BODY 100D HIGH DENSITY NYLON & 210D 
HIGH DENSITY NYLON

BASE 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 
135D POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR LIFESPAN 
EVA FOAM

CHASSIS SUPPORT HDPE COMPOSITE / 
CLOSED CELL FOAM

MAVEN 45

MAVEN 55

When it’s time to escape, the Maven 45 makes short 
work of long approaches to distant campsites. Conve-
nient side U-zippered access keep you organized and 
the adjustable, dynamic FreeFloat suspension provides 
a breathable, custom fit.

Delivering a lightweight and comfortable pack, the 
Maven 55 and its FreeFloat dynamic hipbelt doesn’t 
compromise support for the weight. For overnight to 
multi-day trips, the lightweight package is completed 
with an included raincover.

XS/SM 126838   SM/MD 126837

XS/SM 126840   SM/MD 126839

SPECS: (SIZE SM/MD)

SPECS: (SIZE SM/MD)

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Side U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 18.1 kg

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Side U-Zip
•  MAX CARRY 22.7 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

45 L 1.50 kg 75 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

55 L 1.55 kg 93 g

Helium Grey -0529 

Rosewood Red -0604

Spectrum Blue -8325

https://youtu.be/BJR-d6TpDOg
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Ultralight performance without compromise. The Focal 
mix dynamic comfort and a superlight build to provide the 
backpacking minimalist with a superior carrying pack. Zippered 
hipbelt pockets, Polygiene® Stays Fresh odor-control treated 
mesh, and recycled materials make this pack the ideal choice 
for those seeking a long-term, lightweight companion on their 
next leg of the triple crown.

VENTILATED, SUSPENDED MESH BACKPANEL FEATURING 
GREGORY’S FREEFLOAT DYNAMIC COMFORT CRADLE 
LOWER BACK SYSTEM FOR THE ULTIMATE IN DYNAMIC 
FIT AND COMFORT.

TOP-TO-BOTTOM VENTILATION AND ULTRALIGHT, 
HIGH-TENACITY, RECYCLED FABRICS MATCH UP FOR THE 
ULTIMATE MILE-TACKLING SUPERLIGHT PACKAGE.

THE VENTILATED BACKPANEL HAS AN ODOR CONTROL 
FABRIC TREATMENT THAT INHIBITS THE GROWTH OF ODOR-
CAUSING BACTERIA, KEEPING YOUR PACK FRESHER, LONGER.

FREEFLOAT SUSPENSION

RECYCLED, VENTILATED COMFORT

POLYGIENE® STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY

ULTRALIGHT BACKPACKING

40
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BACKPACKING

 › FreeFloat ultralight suspension with flex panels that 
move with the natural movements of your body

 › Ventilated mesh backpanel with Polygiene® Stays 
Fresh Technology (an odor control fabric treatment 
that inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria)

 › Comfort Cradle hipbelt with 3D construction for 
hotspot free, body-hugging comfort

 › Custom fitted raincover included
 › Ultralight, perimeter aluminum frame and 

fiberglass anti-barreling cross-stay for superior 
lightweight load capacity

 › Comfort wrap, breathable shoulder harness with 
sternum strap featuring integrated safety whistle 
and hydration clip

 › Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip 
hydration hanger compatible with Gregory’s 3D 
Hydro Reservoirs (reservoir not included)

 › Removable, floating top pocket with large zippered 
compartment, and an underside zippered pocket, 
reflective attachment points, and key clip

 › Ultralight weather flap included -stows in a quick 
access zippered pocket on underside of the top lid

 › Side stretch-mesh pockets with side trail access 
and pass-through for over-or-under compression

 › Lightweight, bottom and side compression to 
stabilize load and attach excess gear

 › Front oversized stretch-mesh pocket with secure 
buckle closure and front fabric panel for added 
durability

 › Quick-pull drawcord closure and top webbing 
compression

 › Reflective lower loop and upper shock lock for 
trekking poles or ice axe

 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls and 
reflective webbing front attachment loops

 › Nano connect - Included interior toggles to 
connect Nano 14 Daypack

PACK BODY 100D HIGH DENSITY 40% RECYCLED NYLON & 210D 

HIGH DENSITY 45% RECYCLED NYLON WITH PFC-FREE DWR

PACK BOTTOM 210D HIGH DENSITY 45% RECYCLED NYLON 

WITH PFC-FREE DWR

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER WITH 

PFC-FREE DWR

RAINCOVER NYLON TAFFETA *EU ASIA ONLY

PACK HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES 

HARNESS/HIP/LUM LIFESPAN EVA FOAM & POLYGIENE® STAYS 

FRESH TECHNOLOGY

CHASSIS SUPPORT TUBULAR ALUMINUM & FIBERGLASS ANTI-

BARRELING CROSS-STAY & HDPE

41
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FOCAL 48

FOCAL 58

The Focal 48 features unmatched comfort and carrying 
ability, thanks to the FreeFloat dynamic hipbelt and 
fully ventilated backpanel.  With quick-access zippered 
hipbelt pockets and odor-fighting mesh, this pack can 
take on those longer voyages where you and your pack 
become one. 

Ultralight performance with only the features you need 
(and none that you don’t). The Focal 58L combines 
ultralight, recycled fabrics with a fully ventilated, 
dynamic suspension to maximize output on the trail. 

MD 141328   LG 141327

MD 141334   LG 141333 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader  •  MAX CARRY 13.6 kg  

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader  •  MAX CARRY 15.9 kg   

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT

48 L 1.18 kg 1.10 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT

58 L 1.20 kg 1.12 kg

SPECS: (MEDIUM)

SPECS: (MEDIUM)

Ozone Black -7416

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Tech nology, enjoy fresh  all 
 day confidence. Polygiene 
makes your gear stay fresh!

https://youtu.be/P6b-M8k8DP0
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Engineered for long mileage days and long-term 
objectives, the superlight, dynamic FreeFloat suspension 
maximizes efficiency and comfort.  The system is 
designed around a hollow 7001 series perimeter frame 
that allows the 3D Comfort Cradle hipbelt assembly 
to float. The flex panels link the belt to the frame on 
each side providing an efficient, supportive carry.  This 
dynamic system is ultra-ventilated with Polygiene® 
Stays Fresh treated mesh to maximize airflow and fight 
against odor-causing bacteria.

FreeFloat Dynamic Hipbelt - Built to float 
independently of the pack frame, the 

FreeFloat hipbelt is suspended across the perimeter 
frame and anchored on each side by flexible panels 
that allow the belt to flex with the natural movements 
of your body.  The seamless, wrapping design provides 
a cradling fit from your hips through your lumbar for 
pressure-point-free support.

›› OPEN-AIR MESH BACKPANEL
Full-length moisture-wicking mesh wraps uninterrupted from the tips of the hipbelt to 
the harness ends. Oversized holes in the mesh along with the integrated odor-control 
treatment maximize airflow and guard against microbial growth that can lead to skin 
irritation and smelly packs.

›› COMFORT WRAP SHOULDER HARNESS
Designed with a seamless transition from the open mesh backpanel for a pressure 
point-free load. The interior edge of the harness wraps to the top of the harness to 
create an edge-free padding, minimizing hot spots.

›› DUAL ZIPPERED HIPBELT POCKETS
Engineered to minimize weight while providing on-the-go storage, the padded 
hipbelts make sure even the lightest loads are riding comfortably.

›› POLYGIENE® STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY
An odor control fabric treatment applied to the backpanel, hipbelt, and shoulder 
harness mesh, inhibiting the growth of odor-causing bacteria to keep your pack 
fresher, longer.

›› ULTRALIGHT TUBULAR ALUMINUM FRAME
The perimeter design combined with the hollow 7001 series aluminum frame results 
in an ultralight, stiffened chassis that allows the FreeFloat hipbelt to conform to and 
flex with your body.

›› MULTI-FIT SIZING
By providing two sizes, the Focal maintains the minimalist ultralight weights thru-
hikers seek while accommodating a wide range of body shapes.

4343
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BACKPACKINGBACKPACKING

VENTILATED BACKPACKING

Dynamic fit and comfort fused with ventilated, odor reducing 
technology, the FreeFloat 360 flexes, rotates, and reacts to your body 
providing a revolution in backpacking technology.  The Katmai and 
Kalmia packs match performance with capability.  Durable, recycled 
nylon material combined with easy to navigate pocketing and 
access to belongings provide a premium backpacking experience.  
Engineered using a perimeter alloy frame for stable, responsive 
support, the FreeFloat 360 suspension on the Katmai and Kalmia 
deliver unprecedented comfort for your next backpacking adventure. 

VENTILATED, SUSPENDED MESH BACKPANEL FEATURING FREEFLOAT 

DYNAMIC COMFORT CRADLE LOWER BACK SYSTEM AND ROTATING 

HARNESSES FOR THE ULTIMATE IN DYNAMIC FIT AND COMFORT.

BUILT WITH RECYCLED HIGH-DENSITY NYLONS AND A SUSPENSION 

FEATURING POLYGIENE® STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY THAT INHIBITS 

THE GROWTH OF ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA, KEEPING YOUR PACK 

FRESHER, LONGER.

 AN ADJUSTABLE TORSO LENGTH AND A CUSTOMIZABLE 3D 

COMFORT CRADLE HIPBELT WORK TOGETHER TO GIVE YOU 

UNMATCHED FIT FOR HOTSPOT FREE, BODY-HUGGING COMFORT.

FREEFLOAT 360

PERFORMANCE PACKAGE

CUSTOMIZABLE COMFORT
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›››

AUTO-ROTATING SHOULDER HARNESS
Adapted from the award-winning Baltoro and 
Deva, the Katmai and Kalmia feature an adjustable, 
auto-rotating harness designed to pivot and move 
with you.  The proprietary auto-rotating hardware 
also provides a custom fit-angle to each user, 
maximizing comfort and support.

BUILT WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS
All fabrics on this bag are made from recycled 
content and PFC-free DWR resulting in a 28% 
reduction in the carbon footprint when compared 
to a conventional nylon pack.

Offset the remaining carbon footprint of this 
product by choosing to walk, bike or hitch a ride for 
89 miles instead of driving. This effort will offset 
the remaining carbon footprint of this pack. 
*Katmai 55
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FREEFLOAT DYNAMIC HIPBELT
Designed to flex with the natural movements of your body, the 
FreeFloat panels connect the 3D Comfort Cradle hipbelt to the pack’s 
frame, providing dynamic, pressure point free support. This system 
keeps the weight of the pack stabilized, but not rigid, so the pack 
works with you to save energy as you move down the trail.

POLYGIENE® STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY
In an exclusive partnership with Polygiene® we developed a 
backpacking-specific application of their Polygiene® Stay Fresh tech, 
an odor-control fabric treatment that inhibits the growth of odor-
causing bacteria.  This specialized application is applied to the mesh 
that covers the entire suspension and is formulated to last for years 
of demanding use on the trail.  Polygiene® is Bluesign® approved and 
OEKO TEX® listed.

Carbon Footprint 
TOTAL IMPACT: 
89 Miles Driven

Acidification
TOTAL IMPACT: 
.011 kg SO2

Water Pollution 
TOTAL IMPACT: 
7.09 kg N28%

REDUCED

23%

REDUCED

18%

REDUCED

Smog Formation
TOTAL IMPACT: 
1.74 kg O3

21%

REDUCED

Primary Energy 
Demand
TOTAL IMPACT: 
637.6 net cal22%

REDUCED

Blue Water 
Consumption
TOTAL IMPACT: 
142 kg19%

REDUCED
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 › FreeFloat 360 ventilated backpanel with dynamic flex 
panels and auto rotating shoulder straps that move with 
the natural movements of your body

 › Moisture wicking, ventilated backpanel with 
Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology - an odor-control 
airmesh treatment that inhibits the growth of odor-
causing bacteria

 › Adjustable shoulder harnesses and torso length plus 
customizable hipbelt fit and 3D Comfort Cradle for 
hotspot free, body-hugging comfort

 › Auto-rotating, perforated dual density shoulder harness 
with sternum strap featuring integrated safety whistle and 
hydration clip

 › Perimeter alloy frame and fiberglass anti-barreling 
cross-stay for stable load management

 › Custom fitted raincover included

 › Full length side-loading access zipper for easy 
unloading and gear organization

 › Oversized front zippered compartment with mesh 
divider to keep items in order

 › Sunglass QuickStow system on shoulder harness for 
quick, secure and scratch-free access to your shades

 › Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip hydration 
hanger compatible with Gregory’s 3D Hydro Trek 
Reservoir (reservoir not included) 

 › Floating top pocket with large zippered compartment, 
small quick-access pocket and an underside zippered 
pocket, reflective attachment points and key clip

 › SideWinder bottle holster for one-handed on-the-go 
water bottle access - tucks away when not in use 

 › Side stretch mesh pocket with pass through for over-
or-under compression routing

 › Front oversized stretch mesh pocket with secure 
buckle closure

 › Quick-pull drawcord closure and top webbing compression

 › Zippered bottom sleeping bag compartment with 
removable divider

 › Adjustable attachment loops and upper shock locks for 
trekking poles or ice axe

 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls and molded 
webbing keepers for strap management

 › NANO CONNECT - Included interior toggles to 
connect Nano 14 Daypack

48
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Ventilated, suspended mesh backpanel featuring 
Gregory’s FreeFloat dynamic Comfort Cradle lower 
back system and rotating harnesses for the ultimate 
in dynamic fit and comfort.

The rotating shoulder harness pioneered 
in our award winning Baltoro and Deva 

packs is joined with the lower FreeFloat system to 
provide an auto-fitting, dynamic carry system. 

The hybrid suspended mesh lower portion 
with FreeFloat flex panels allow for your 

body to move naturally while maintaining the load 
support provided by the breathable foam backpanel.

›› ROTATING SHOULDER STRAPS: 
Inspired by our flagship Baltoro and Deva packs, the rotating shoulder straps auto-fit 
and pivot to match your body’s shape and movements. Get unmatched dynamic fit and 
comfort with dual-density EVA foam for superior cushioning and an adjustable torso.

›› ADJUSTABLE FREEFLOAT DYNAMIC HIPBELT: 
A seamless, precurved hipbelt and lumbar system provides both support and comfort in 
one assembly for pressure point free comfort. By integrating the hipbelt directly into the 
suspended lower back support we are able to create an ultra-soft, ventilated Comfort 
Cradle that wraps around your lower back and adjusts to your hips for the perfect fit 
every time.

›› POLYGIENE® VENTILATED BACKPANEL: 
Moisture wicking ventilated backpanel mesh features Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology 
to inhibit the growth of odor-causing bacteria, keeping your pack fresher, longer.

›› PERIMETER FRAME: 
The lightweight alloy perimeter frame, in combination with the fiberglass cross stay, 
provide a low profile air gap between the wearer and pack for the ultimate in ventilated 
comfort.

›› MEN’S AND WOMEN’S GEOMETRY:  
Shoulder harnesses and hipbelts are designed with gender-specific geometry. The angles 
and shape of the 3D Comfort Cradle maximize comfort and provide even pressure 
around your hips where it matters most.

49
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KATMAI 55

KATMAI 65

There may be plenty of options to choose from but the 
Katmai stands out of the pack with superior comfort and 
agile capabilities. Our FreeFloat 360 suspension system 
combined with lightweight durable materials will keep you 
dry and comfortable, mile after mile. 

The weekend is here and it’s time to unplug. The Katmai 
65 is large enough to accommodate the necessities while 
dynamic flex panels move with your body, delivering 
unprecedented comfort.

S/M 137235   M/L 137237 

S/M 137236   M/L 137238 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, Side Loading Zipper
•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, Side Loading Zipper
•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg

SPECS: (M/L)

SPECS: (M/L)

Empire Blue -7411

Volcanic Black -0662

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

55 L 2.12 kg 86 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

65 L 2.15 kg 109 g
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KALMIA 50

KALMIA 60

Engineered for stable, responsive support, the ventilated 
FreeFloat 360 suspension delivers unprecedented 
comfort and dynamic fit. Combined with recycled nylon 
and odor-reducing fabric technology, the Kalmia 50 is 
ready for wherever adventure takes you. 

The Kalmia’s FreeFloat 360 suspension flexes, rotates, 
and moves with your body, providing a revolution in 
backpacking technology. Adventure ready with durable, 
recycled nylon material, streamlined organization and 
odor-reducing technology. It’s time to hit the trail. 

XS/S 137239   S/M 137241

XS/S 137240   S/M 137242 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, Side Loading Zipper
•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, Bottom, Side Loading Zipper
•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg 

SPECS: (S/M)

SPECS: (S/M)

Bordeaux Red -1126 

Equinox Grey -5584

BODY 210D HIGH DENSITY 40% RECYCLED NYLON 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR & 420D HIGH DENSITY 45% 
RECYCLED NYLON WITH PFC-FREE DWR

BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY 45% RECYCLED NYLON 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR LIFESPAN EVA FOAM & 
POLYGIENE® STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY 

CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME & FIBERGLASS 
ANTI-BARRELING CROSS-STAY & HDPE

With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Tech nology, enjoy fresh  all 
 day confidence. Polygiene® 
makes your gear stay fresh!

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

50 L 1.98 kg 86 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

60 L 2.03 kg 109 g

https://youtu.be/AkqFO8q2Nus
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The Zulu and Jade feature a body-hugging, customizable 
suspension that actively flexes with your body’s natural 
movement on the trail.  The FreeFloat suspension is the ultimate 
combination of dynamic fit, lightweight features and streamlined 
silhouettes that deliver an incredibly balanced and agile carry.  
On-the-go water bottle access, full body U-zip panel access, and 
Open Air moisture wicking ventilation provide convenience and 
comfort no matter where your next adventure takes you.

FREEFLOAT 360 FLEX PANELS ALLOWS FOR 
HARMONIZED MOVEMENT BETWEEN YOU 
AND THE PACK

FULL BODY U-ZIP MAIN OPENING ON FRONT 
OF BAG FOR EASY UNLOADING

OPEN-AIR BACKPANEL WITH ADJUSTABLE 
TORSO LENGTH FOR A CUSTOM FIT

FREEFLOAT SUSPENSION

FULL U-ZIP ACCESS

CUSTOM FIT

VENTILATED BACKPACKING 
& HIKING  PACKS
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 » Sunglass QuickStow system on shoulder harness 
for quick, secure and scratch-free access to your 
shades without taking the pack off

 » Full body U-Zip main opening on front of bag for 
easy unloading when you get to camp

 » Trail access side stretch mesh pocket (55L- / 
53L-models) 

 › Custom fitted raincover included

 › Oversized hipbelt pockets for cased cell phones 
and point-and-shoot cameras

 › Front heavy duty stretch mesh stash pocket

 › Dual side stretch mesh pockets

 › Bottom side compression with pass through for 
uninhibited use of the side mesh pocket

 › Zippered top pocket with reflective webbing 
attachment loops for finding your pack at night

 › Zippered bottom sleeping bag compartment with 
removable divider (55L- / 53L-models)

 › Adjustable attachment loop and hook-attach 
shock lock for trekking poles or ice axes

 › Custom Comfort Grip molded zipper pulls

 › Sternum strap buckle with integrated safety whistle

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP HD NYLON & 210D HIGH 

TENACITY NYLON

BASE 630D HIGH DENSITY NYLON / 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON 

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER WITH 

PFC-FREE DWR

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR DUAL-DENSITY LIFESPAN EVA FOAM

CHASSIS SUPPORT PERIMETER SPRING STEEL FRAME WITH  

ANTI-BARRELING CROSS STAY SYSTEM

54
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COMFORT CRADLE SYSTEM FLOATS 
INDEPENDENTLY FROM THE MOVEMENT 
GENERATED BY YOUR BODY AS YOU HIKE

What’s more important, breathability or fit? 

When it comes to suspension design, airflow tends to 
be at odds with adjustability. It’s a major letdown if 
you’re seeking great fit along with great ventilation, and 
it’s a choice you shouldn’t have to make. 

The new FreeFloat system incorporates adjustable 
torso length into its tensioned, open-air backpanel. It’s 
a revolutionary approach to ventilated suspension, and 

we could have stopped there—but we didn’t. 

Patent pending FreeFloat flex panels allow the the 
hipbelt to pivot and flex with the natural movements 
of your body. This provides a floating sensation on 
the trail, and allows the hipbelt to wrap smoothly and 
comfortably around you lower back and hips.

In other words, we designed an elegant, yet simplified 
load-handling solution that’s flexible, customizable, 
and fully ventilated, yet light and low profile. You’ll love 
the way it fits, feels, and performs on the trail.

›› OPENAIR BACKPANEL: 
In order to maximize ventilation, we’ve designed a torso adjustment that that doesn’t 
block that cool breeze you crave on your fourth day in the desert.  By directly connecting 
the adjustment panel to the frame rather and the backpanel itself, we’ve created a full-
length, ventilated backpanel that conforms to your torso height for the perfect fit.

›› 3D COMFORT CRADLE:  
An evolution of our PreCurve 3D hipbelts found on the Award winning Baltoro and Deva 
packs, the Zulu and Jade hipbelts use 3D Foam construction for body hugging, hot-spot 
free comfort. By integrating the hipbelt directly into the suspended lower back lumbar 
support we are able to create an ultra-soft, ventilated Comfort Cradle that wraps around 
your lower back and hips for the perfect fit every time. For added support, the larger 
models include an additional layer of Lifespan foam to ensure proper load support hangs 
around for years of weekend outings.

›› PERIMETER FRAME:  
The lightweight perimeter frame, in combination with the Fiberglass cross stay, keeps 
the weight close to your back and well connected the  FreeFloat suspension.

›› MEN’S & WOMEN’S GEOMETRY: 
True to our commitment to gender-specific design, the Zulu and Jade feature tailored 
shoulder harnesses for women and men. The angles and shape of the of the 3D Comfort 
Cradle also feature a gender-specific design to maximize comfort and provide even 
pressure around your hips. 
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ZULU 30

There’s plenty of time between 5 and sundown to 
seek some rapid outdoor decompression. The Zulu 30 
makes clocking out enjoyable in all seasons, running 
light and cool through the summer and preventing 
clammy back in winter. Turn up the heat and difficulty 
level, as the flexible, breathable, low-profile FreeFloat 
suspension begs for more.

SM/MD 111568   MD/LG 111580

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

MAX CARRY 16 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Zippered

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

30 L 1.24 kg 68 g

ZULU 35

In rapidly changing conditions—which is synonymous 
with spring and autumn in the mountains—a little extra 
pack space never hurts. The Zulu 35 can haul rainwear, 
insulation layers, lunch, and spare gear with room 
left over for all your accessories, while its ventilated 
FreeFloat suspension gobbles up peak sprints, long 
ridgeline traverses, and all-day adventures that ascend 
through multiple climates.

SM/MD 111589   MD/LG 111583

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

MAX CARRY 16 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, U-Zip

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

35 L 1.33 kg 68 g

Empire Blue -7411

Ozone Black -7416

Olive Green -1635

https://youtu.be/ajk11SPqABE
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ZULU 40

Is the Zulu 40 a giant daypack or a fast-and-light 
overnighter? Take your pick—the answer is both. Big 
enough for supplies for two on long, sunup-to-sun-
down adventures, this generously sized yet light and 
agile pack can even work for nights in the wild when 
the gear list is shorter than usual. You’ll appreciate the 
dynamic fit of the FreeFloat suspension on the trail just 
as much as you’ll love the U-Zip panel access when 
you hit camp. 

SM/MD 111591   MD/LG 111590

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

MAX CARRY 16 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, U-Zip

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

40 L 1.34 kg 68 g

ZULU 55

Dialed for alpine overnights and long summer 
weekends, the agile, ventilated Zulu 55 is truly a 
weekender’s dream—especially if your weekend 
dreams involve moving fast in fun terrain. 55 liters is 
plenty of space for a luxurious three-day warm-weather 
escape or a night of winter camping.

SM/MD 111593   MD/LG 111592

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

•  MAX CARRY 18 kg
•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, U-Zip, Sleeping bag

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

55 L 1.66 kg 95 g

The pre-shaped 3D Comfort Cradle EVA 
foam hipbelt wrapped smoothly around 
my hips, creating no pressure points. 

https://youtu.be/Sh4B-4kaFgk
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Ethereal Grey -7414

Mayan Teal -7415

Midnight Navy -1552

JADE 28

JADE 33

Despite what you see out on the trail, women’s-specific 
daypacks can have proper load support, custom-level 
adjustability, and open-air ventilation providing year-
round comfort and incredible fit. How do we know? 
Because the Jade 28 has all of the above and more.   

Pack what you need for a day in the mountains, 
then add some more gear just in case. The Jade 33 
offers extra space not found in many women’s active 
daypacks, giving you more room for layers and food—
supplies that will come in handy if unpredictable terrain 
and changing conditions are par for your weekend 
hiking course. Ventilated, adjustable, body-hugging 
Free Float suspension fits like it was custom made for 
you, and helps you move like you’re carrying a much 
smaller pack.

XS/SM 111570   SM/MD 111569

XS/SM 111572   SM/MD 111571

SPECS: (SIZE SM/MD)

SPECS: (SIZE SM/MD)

MAX CARRY 16 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Zippered

MAX CARRY 16 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, U-Zip

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

28 L 1.17 kg 64 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

33 L 1.26 kg 68 g

https://youtu.be/t3uFYo-6NgQ
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VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

38 L 1.30 kg 68 g

JADE 38

JADE 53

Made with FreeFloat suspension, the 
Zulu and Jade’s hipbelts can pivot 
and flex with your body. This creates 
a ‘floating sensation’ on the trail. 

With nearly 40 liters of capacity, the Jade 38 offers 
far more room than a daypack, but an incredibly light 
and sleek profile specifically designed for a women’s 
backpack. Ready for an overnight or a warm-weather 
long weekend, this is the pack to take when elevation 
changes and terrain challenges more than make up 
for the mileage.  

XS/SM 111574   SM/MD 111573

SPECS: (SIZE SM/MD)

MAX CARRY 16 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, U-Zip

Ventilated suspension and a body-hugging design make 
the Jade 53 feel like a daypack, even when hauling every-
thing you need for a four-day weekend in the backcoun-
try. Free Float’s adjustable Open Air backpanel provides 
a custom fit with unbeatable breathability, so you stay 
comfortable over longer distances in all conditions. 

XS/SM 111576   SM/MD 111575

SPECS: (SIZE SM/MD)

•  MAX CARRY 18 kg
•  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader, U-Zip, Sleeping bag

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

53 L 1.58 kg 91 g

https://youtu.be/bVkwLEf0aC8
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Sometimes the best plan is to just put the pack on your back 
and go. The Citro and Juno make decisions simple with the 
ventilated VaporSpan backpanel to keep you cool and dry and 
the ActiveFlex dynamic shoulder harness stay comfortable all 
day long. Stash your sunglasses on your harness when you hit 
the shade of the forest, or pack out that wet swimsuit in the 
front mesh pocket, these daypacks are ready for a full day of 
letting mother nature take the wheel.

VENTILATED HIKING

VAPORSPAN VENTILATED SUSPENSION WITH MOISTURE 
WICKING MESH

SEAMLESS, COMFORT CRADLE-FIT HIPBELT WITH 
ZIPPERED POCKETS

SPEEDCLIP HYDRATION MOUNTING SYSTEM COMPATIBLE 
WITH GREGORY’S 3D HYDRO RESERVOIRS

3D WRAPPING HIPBELT

VENTILATED SUSPENSION

HYDRATION READY
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 » VaporSpan ventilated suspension with moisture 
wicking mesh and perimeter alloy frame

 » Perforated shoulder harness with sternum strap 
featuring integrated safety whistle

 » 3D cradle padded hipbelt with large zippered pockets

 » Custom fitted raincover included

 › Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip 
hydration hanger compatible with Gregory’s 3D 
Hydro Reservoir (reservoir not included)

 › Top zippered pocket and interior mesh zippered 
security pocket

 › Front stretch and dual side mesh pockets for 
quick storage

 › Trekking pole / tool attachment point with 
bungee closure system

 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls 

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP NYLON & 420D 
HIGH DENSITY NYLON

BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON 

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED EVA FOAM

CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME
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Ventilated comfort for those ready to turn every outing 
into a new experience.  The VaporSpan ventilated 
backpanel and 3D hipbelt cradle your hips providing 
a seamless, barely there fit, that is only enhanced by 
the flex harness. Perforated EVA foam on both the 
shoulder strap and hipbelt provide breathable support 
for dawn-to-dusk days when you make sure that the 
sunset picnic has enough wine and cheese for the 
whole crew.

›› VAPORSPAN BACKPANEL:
The moisture wicking mesh on the backpanel actively moves perspiration away from 
your body into the suspended zone of the backpanel resulting in a quick drying, airy 
comfort.

›› 3D WRAPPING HIPBELT:
A one-piece design provides a seamless, cradling fit around your hips giving you 
support and all-day comfort.

›› FLEX HARNESS:
The flexible perimeter of the harness, in sync with the perforated EVA foam and 
breathable mesh, provide a supportive, dynamic fit that moves with the natural 
motion of your body.

HIKING
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The Citro 24 has enough extra room to stash a spare 
layer, keep the small bits organized, and still have room 
for overflow with a durable mesh front stuff pocket. Stay 
comfortable and cool with the VaporSpan ventilated 
backpanel and perforated shoulder straps.

The Citro 30 boasts a large main compartment and 
stretch exterior storage for all-day cargo capacity. 
VaporSpan ventilated suspension provides all-terrain, 
ventilated, moisture wicking support.

ONE SIZE 141308

ONE SIZE 141309

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS panel loader

VOLUME WEIGHT

24 L 916 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

30 L 948 g

Brick Red -1129

Ozone Black -7416
CITRO 24

CITRO 30
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For days when you’re bringing just the essentials, and 
maybe some trail chocolate to fuel up for the back half of 
the loop, the Juno 24 is the perfect size. Stay cool in the 
ventilated VaporSpan suspension with large zippered 
hipbelt pockets, because you don’t want to have to take 
off your pack to capture some trail magic.

The Juno 30 defines what an all-around daypack should 
be. Low-profile VaporSpan suspension offers ventilated 
support plus moisture wicking mesh, giving you a pack 
that can balance both your load and your comfort level 
in any terrain and all conditions.

ONE SIZE 141341

ONE SIZE 141342

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS panel loader

VOLUME WEIGHT

24 L 875 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

30 L 934 g

Emerald Green -1327

Vintage Blue -9173
JUNO 24

JUNO 30

HIKING

https://youtu.be/s6J4Zvii-F0
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Take on a hot day on the trail with the Arrio ventilated 
daypack collection.  Featuring FreeSpan suspended open-air 
mesh backpanel and breathable shoulder straps, the Arrio 
packs match ventilation with functionality.  Multiple quick 
access pockets on all packs and intuitive SpeedClip hydration 
attachment system make for a well-rounded pack that can take 
on quick trail rendezvous and full-day adventures even when 
the mercury rises.  Stay cool and comfortable in the ventilated 
Arrio daypacks.

VENTILATED HIKING

SUSPENDED OPEN-AIR MESH BACKPANEL KEEPS YOU 
COOL AND COMFORTABLE ON THE TRAIL

MULTIPLE QUICK ACCESS POCKETS WITH SECURE ZIPPER 
CLOSURE TO KEEP YOUR KIT ORGANIZED AND WITHIN REACH 

 INCLUDED SPEEDCLIP HYDRATION HANGER IS COMPATIBLE WITH 
OUR PATENTED QUICKDRY 3D HYDRO RESERVOIR SYSTEM 

TRAIL READY ORGANIZATION

VENTILATED BACKPANEL

HYDRATION READY
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 » FreeSpan suspended open-air mesh backpanel 
keeps you cool and comfortable on the trail

 » Perforated, breathable shoulder harness with 
built-in hydration routing and sternum strap with 
integrated safety whistle

 » Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip 
hydration hanger compatible with our quick-dry 
3D Hydro Trek Reservoir (reservoir not included)

 › Custom fitted raincover included

 › Front bungee system with reflective webbing 
loops (18L)

 › Top zippered quick access pocket

 › Side zippered stash pocket for quick storage and 
key clip attachment

 › Side stretch mesh pocket

 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP HD NYLON WITH 
PFC-FREE DWR

BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON WITH PFC-FREE DWR

HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES

LINING LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

SUSPENSION ALLOY PERIMETER FRAME

68
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Ventilated and superlight, the all new FreeSpan 
suspension maximizes airflow and comfort through 
a breathable and ultra-comfortable moisture wicking 
mesh.  The integrated shoulder strap design creates 
a seamless fit and gives you that barely-there feel on 
the trail. 

›› FREESPAN BACKPANEL: 
Customized open-air mesh and a tensioned alloy frame create a low-profile air gap 
between you and the pack to keep your back cool and dry on the trail.

›› BREATHABLE SHOULDER HARNESS: 
Perforated foam and moisture wicking airmesh with integrated harness design that 
transitions smoothly off the backpanel to provide seamless support and comfort.

›› SEAMLESS CONSTRUCTION: 
Gradient color application highlights the seamless backpanel construction that 
encourages airflow and delivers all-day comfort.
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Take on anything with the Arrio 18, from a quick trail 
rendezvous to all-day adventures. The ventilated 
suspension and breathable shoulder straps keep you 
cool, and all your essentials are at your fingertips with 
the streamlined organization. 

Stay cool and comfortable with the Arrio 24, with a 
built-in hydration attachment and routing system plus a 
ventilated backpanel. Multiple quick access pockets and 
a streamlined silhouette keep all your essentials where 
you need them so you can focus on the view. 

Some backpacks just can’t wait to get out of the house: 
to hike, to tour, to jog, to jaunt. The Arrio is itching for 
adventure with the ventilated suspension, multiple 
quick access pockets and a built-in hydration attach-
ment system. Stay cool and comfortable with the Arrio 
30 on your next adventure.  

ONE SIZE 136973

ONE SIZE 136974

ONE SIZE 136975

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg   •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg   •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader

ARRIO 18

ARRIO 24

ARRIO 30

Flame Black -7409

Empire Blue -7411

Brick Red -1129
VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 

WEIGHT

18 L 630 g 41 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

22 L 671 g 50 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

30 L 725 g 59 g

https://youtu.be/Gd4BhL4eGfg
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The Miwok and Maya are fast-hiker favorites, only now more 
comfortable on the trail and more versatile for everyday use. 
We’ve reworked them with all-new adjustable suspension, a 
sleek, wraparound body design, new features, and updated 
fabrics. Always agile and ready for anything, the new Miwok 
and Maya give you even better fit and balance in tricky terrain, 
plus improved durability and utility for your daily adventures.

BODY WRAPPING DESIGN AND FLEXIBLE 
TENDON HARNESS LINKAGES THAT FLEX AND 
ADAPT TO YOUR EVERY MOVEMENT

DEDICATED, ZIPPERED HYDRATION POCKET  
WITH SPEEDCLIP ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

9 CM OF TORSO LENGTH ADJUSTMENT 
FOR A CUSTOM FIT

BIOSYNC SUSPENSION

HYDRATION CAPABILTY

CUSTOM FIT

ACTIVE TRAIL
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 » Front zippered pocket with soft-touch, padded 
liner to protect sunglasses and electronics 
(except of 40L-42L)

 » Dedicated, zippered hydration pocket with 
SpeedClip attachment system for compatibility 
with Gregory’s 3D Hydro reservoir

 » Sunglass QuickStow system on shoulder harness 
for quick, secure and scratch-free access to your 
shades without taking the pack off

 › Front and side stretch mesh pockets for quick 
access to water bottles and an extra layer

 › Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls

 › Zippered interior mesh organization pocket with 
key clip (only 40L-42L)

 › Molded webbing keepers for strap management

 › Stowable trekking pole attachment system with 
quick-hook clip (except of 10L-12L)

 › Side compression to stabilize your load

 › Sternum strap buckle with integrated safety whistle 
(only 30L-40L / 32L-42L)

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP HD NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON 
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED EVA FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT SUPPORTIVE DUAL DENSITY FOAM 
FRAMESHEET WITH PERFORATED CLPE TOP LAYER
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We designed the Miwok and Maya backpacks for all-
terrain agility, and they’ve never been lacking in that 
department. But in order to reap the full reward of their 
design, you also need a perfect fit—and that’s hard to 
achieve in a suspension as lightweight, breathable, and 
flexible as BioSync. Variable positioning in the BioSync 
shoulder harness—provided by a secure hook-and-loop 
panel interface that allows for infinite fine-tuning along a 
wide range of adjustment—helps achieve that perfect fit. 

When combined with new BioSync body wrapping 
design, flexible “tendon” harness linkages, and dynamic 
harness and hipbelts that flex and adapt to your every 
movement, the Miwok and Maya experience has been 
taken to the next level. 

›› ADJUSTABLE TORSO LENGTH: 
9 cm of torso length adjustment with integrated BioSync harness featuring unique 
Sunglass stow system.

›› BIOSYNC FLEXIBLE TENDONS:  
Stretch mesh integrated into the harness attachment works with your body’s natural 
movement to keep the pack balanced when you have tunnel vision on single-track.

›› BIOSYNC WRAP HIPBELT:  
Stretch construction and a full surround belt create a stable, flexible platform for quick 
hikes during magic hour. Dual zippered hipbelt pockets complete the package.

›› AIRWAVE BACKPANEL AND MOISTURE WICKING HARNESSES: 
3D open-air backpanel reduces back contact and encourages airflow. Moisture 
wicking aero-mesh on backpanel and harnesses transfer and evaporate sweat as your 
body temperature rises.
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MIWOK 12

Reflex Blue -0602

Flame Black -7409

MIWOK 18

MIWOK 24

BioSync flexibility and durable lightweight fabrics make 
the sleek and minimal Miwok 12 the one to reach for 
whether you’re headed out for a casual summer hike 
or a long-distance trail run. Ideally suited for any high-
output activity on the trail, the Miwok 12 is compact 
enough to stuff in your luggage as an active daypack 
companion during your travels. 

Seeking a lightweight backpack for speed hiking or 
summer peak bagging? The Miwok 18 brings flexible 
BioSync suspension and just enough volume for 
packable insulation and lunch. A stretch front pocket 
adds room to this active backpack for an ultralight rain 
shell for fast layer changes on the trail.  

Designed for active trail pursuits but capable of 
much more, the Miwok 24 combines flexible BioSync 
ventilated suspension with the volume and features 
you want in a daypack, commuting pack, or all-around 
lightweight backpack. Top to bottom BioSync fit provide 
unhindered motion and low profile stability, in keeping 
with the Miwok philosophy of agility and balance.

ONE SIZE 111479

ONE SIZE 111480

ONE SIZE 111481

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

VOLUME WEIGHT

12 L 703 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

18 L 803 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

24 L 839 g

https://youtu.be/C1KggX-Ji5Q
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MIWOK 32

MIWOK 42

On days when you were speeding 
down the trail, this pack and its 
body-hugging fit were an easy pick.

For when you need some extra space for the day, but 
you still plan on taking on some challenging terrain, the 
Miwok 32 and its BioSync flexible suspension keep things 
supported while you’re moving quick.  Stash valuables in 
the top, quick-access zippered padded pocket, and dial in 
the fit for a full day with the adjustable torso.

An alloy frame supported pack with the dynamic BioSync 
flexible suspension system giving you the ability to bring 
more and move faster.  The Miwok 42 and the large 
U-Zip access make packing up your picnic fast, and the 
zippered top pocket keeps the essentials close at hand.

ONE SIZE 126859

ONE SIZE 126860

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 13.6 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top loader

VOLUME WEIGHT

32 L 1.02 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT

42 L 1.27 kg

HIKING

https://youtu.be/8arPQrnRLY0
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MAYA 10

MAYA 16

MAYA 22

Meridian Teal -7410

Mercury Grey -0560

As small as it is, the Maya 10 sets a standard for active 
women’s backpacks that few can meet.  Offering 
just-right capacity for lightweight loads, this 10-liter 
hydration-compatible pack excels on any trail thanks to 
its flexible BioSync suspension.

Flying across a 9,000-foot Colorado ridgeline in July, the 
last thing you want to be thinking about is your backpack. 
That’s why we made the Maya 16: to carry a rain shell, 
lunch, first aid, water, and all the odd accessories you 
bring on warp-speed hikes, and to hug your body like a 
bear cub as you bounce from boulder to boulder. 

Dodging momma moose on overgrown single-track 
in DownEast Maine or dodging scooters on a narrow 
cobblestone alley in Prague, the Maya 22 handles the 
gear while you handle traffic of any kind. This low-profile 
22-liter women’s backpack excels at active use, with 
flexible BioSync suspension keeping you agile and free. 

ONE SIZE 111476

ONE SIZE 111477

ONE SIZE 111478

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

VOLUME WEIGHT

10 L 658 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

16 L 748 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

22 L 798 g

https://youtu.be/6JE1L4gtELc
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MAYA 30

MAYA 40

If you’re looking for a day-hiking bag that 
can pull double-duty as an everyday bag,    
I recommend taking a look at the Maya 16. 

Pack to tackle sun-up to sun-down days with the Maya 
30 knowing you’re planning to cover some serious miles.  
The BioSync flexible and adjustable harness and hipbelt 
mean you can tighten down the load and still maintain 
the dynamic range of motion you need to focus on 
getting to the next ridgeline.

The Maya 40 gives you the BioSync dynamic suspension 
with the added support of an internal wishbone alloy 
frame.  The large U-Zip front and quick-pull top opening 
allow multiple access options so you can pack the 
kitchen sink knowing you don’t have to dig to find your 
jacket when the rain starts.

ONE SIZE 126857

ONE SIZE 126858

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 13.6 kg   •  MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

MAX CARRY 15.9 kg   •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader

VOLUME WEIGHT

30 L 984 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

40 L 1.20 kg

https://youtu.be/8arPQrnRLY0
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Do more in a day with the Kiro daypacks.  A breathable 3D 
foam panel and open air shoulder harness keep you cool and 
comfortable during full day escapes into the mountains or 
during summer morning commutes across the city.  Clean, 
simple organization keep you structured and ready as you take 
full advantage of everything these packs have to offer. 

DAY HIKING

ZIPPERED ACCESSED SLEEVE FOR STORAGE OF TABLETS 
OR LAPTOPS

3D FOAM BACKPANEL FOR OPTIMAL AIRFLOW, AND FULL-
LENGTH PERFORATED, CUSHIONED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR 
BREATHABLE SUPPORT 

DOUBLE LAYER BOTTOM PANEL AND HIGH-TENACITY NYLON 
FABRICS FOR PROVEN DURABILITY OVER A LIFETIME 

BREATHABLE SUSPENSION

EXTERNAL ELECTRONICS SLEEVE

PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
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 › Externally accessed laptop sleeve with universal 
hydration hanger

 › Included raincover stored in bottom panel stash 
pocket 

 › Perforated, breathable shoulder harness with 
integrated hose routing and magnetic sternum 
buckle for the Drylock bite valve

 › 3D perforated foam backpanel with open mesh 
for improved airflow against your back

 › Top zippered pocket and interior mesh zippered 
security pocket

 › Trekking pole / tool attachment point with 
bungee closure system

 › Side stretch mesh pockets 

 › Front oversized stretch mesh pocket with secure 
buckle closure (28L) 

 › Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls

BODY 210D NYLON & 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY  50% RECYLED POLYESTER 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR
SUSPENSION 3D EVA FOAM & MULTI-DENSITY FOAM 
COMPOSITE

82
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Engineered for breathable, all-day comfort thanks to 
the dual-density foam backpanel construction. A 3D 
foam top-layer provides space for air to move, and the 
perforated foam shoulder straps with hydration hose 
clips and routing keep you cool and hydrated on late-
summer adventures.

›› 3D BREATHABLE BACKPANEL: 
Engineered with 3D foam to minimize contact on your back and maximize airflow

›› PERFORATED BREATHABLE SHOULDER STRAPS: 
Full-length perforations and open mesh on the top and bottom provide excellent 
breathability for sweltering days on the trail

›› LARGE HIPBELT POCKETS: 
Zippered hipbelt pockets for quick access and small item storage (22 & 28L only)
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Style complements functionality in this durable and 
streamlined package. The clean and simple design 
make this pack stand out in the crowd while keeping 
your belongings organized and ready for whenever you’ll 
need them.

The Kiro 22 combines style and performance, delivering 
you a pack that can truly do it all. The breathable suspen-
sion will keep you cool and dry and the streamlined orga-
nization will keep all your essentials right where you 
need them. Quickly change from trail to commute with 
the external laptop/tablet sleeve. 

A breathable foam panel and shoulder harness keep 
you cool and comfortable during all-day mountain 
adventures or during busy commutes across the city.  
Clean, simple organization keep you structured and 
ready as you take full advantage of everything this 
world has to offer.

ONE SIZE 136981

ONE SIZE 136982

ONE SIZE 136983

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader

KIRO 18

KIRO 22

KIRO 28

Horizon Blue -0532

Brick Red -1129

Obsidian Black - 0413

Amethyst Purple - B170

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

18 L 603 g 50 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

22 L 721 g 54 g

VOLUME WEIGHT RAINCOVER 
WEIGHT

28 L 907 g 59 g

https://youtu.be/BB6vvbM3mI8
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The first-ever reservoir designed for 
backpacking, hiking and backcountry 
basecamps, the 3D Hydro Trek is 
quick-drying and ready for adventure. 

It’s time for a new reservoir in the backcountry. Gregory’s 3D 
Hydro Trek is a versatile reservoir designed for backpacking, 
backcountry kitchens and everyday hiking. The unique, round 
shape is specifically designed to fit at the top of your backpack, 
both to keep the load balanced and for easy trail access in 
larger, top-loading packs. Upgrade your backcountry kitchen 
setup with the reservoir’s push-button pour-spout, integrated 
quick-disconnect compatible with your water filter and a 
built-in basecamp hanger. You get all the benefits of our quick-
drying 3D molded design, in a package designed for extended 
trips in the backcountry and everyday adventures.

HYDRATION
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WATER
FILTER

1. BACKPACKING: 

The unique round shape is designed to fit in 
any multi-day top loading pack, secured by 
the drawstring closure and top compression - 
keeping your pack load balanced and allowing 
quick access for mid-day filtration

 › Specialized Reservoir Shape - A design more round and shallow than 
conventional reservoirs, allowing it to fit conveniently at the top of your 
pack, secured under the drawstring closure or the top compression 

 › Backcountry Filter Integration - Game-changing on-trail filtration due to 
the super accessible location at the top of your pack.  Uses standardized 
fittings to integrate with any filtration system with a quick disconnect

 › EasyGrip Fill port - Rubberized fill port for easy opening and filling – 
compatible with 38mm pump filters

 › Top-Loading Design - The unique round shape is designed to fit at the top 
of your pack as well as in your traditional hydration sleeve. The wide body 
shape keeps the weight distribution high-and-tight on your body.  When 
secured in the top position by the drawstring closure and top compression, 
your pack load remains balanced and this location provides easy trail access.

 › Heavy Duty Film Construction - Increased film thickness for added 
durability over standard hydration reservoirs

2. BASECAMP MODE:  

Push button water delivery system for when you 
settle down at camp with included universal hanger

 › Basecamp Tap - Push-button pour spout with fast water flow and less 
spillage for filling stoves, water bottles or hand washing while in camp

 › Molded Spine Handle - A comfortable, soft-molded handle makes filling 
easy and the molded baseplate (with integrated hose quick disconnect) 
support hassle-free insertion and removal from the pack

 › Fill-Port Cover - Molded dust cover to protect the basecamp pour spout 
from dirt and grim on the trail and worry-free storage while on the trail

 › Basecamp Hanger - Molded hanger loop with an included reflective 
webbing strap to set up a convenient camp water station and hang dry an 
empty reservoir

›› 3 Modes of Use
IT’S TIME FOR A NEW RESERVOIR 
IN THE BACKCOUNTRY
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3. DAY HIKING: 

Compatible with 3D Hydro enabled packs, 
featuring the SpeedClip hydration mounting 
system for cross-over use

 › 3D QuickDry - Soft-molded 3D reservoir design prevents contact between 
the top and bottom layers, speeding up drying time and discouraging 
bacteria growth

 › Quick Disconnect - Integrated 90° quick disconnect fitting for smooth hose 
routing and quick removal  of reservoir

 › SpeedClip Mounting System - One-handed SpeedClip lock-and-go linkage 
system which can be used with most full-size daypacks

 › DryLock Magnetic Bite Valve - Push-button on/off bite valve allows for leak-
free storage while traveling to and from the trail (magnet accessory included)

››››

HYDRATION

PACKAGING MADE WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS

https://youtu.be/W3O3WrSzLWI
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                3D QUICKDRY:  
Soft-molded 3D design prevents contact between top and 
bottom layers when hanging open, dramatically speeding 
drying time and discouraging bacteria growth

            QUICKDRY HANGER: 
A convenient option for storage or hang drying on or off 
the trail, integrated into the reservoir itself

                    SPEEDCLIP MOUNTING SYSTEM:  
3D Hydro enabled Gregory packs feature a one-handed 
Lock-And-Go linkage between the reservior hanger and the 
SpeedClip system mounted inside the packs hydration sleeve

            ANATOMICAL FIT: 
3D form and full-length baffle properly distribute the 
weight of the reservoir by positioning the water flat against 
your back for optimal stability and comfort, without adding 
weight and cylindrical bulk

Gregory’s 3D Hydro Reservoir is engineered with a patented, flex-
molded 3D design that performs like a reservoir but dries as quickly, 
and cleanly as a water bottle.  The Spine co-molded handle and rigid 
baseplate provide stable, hassle-free refills and the integrated hose 
port and routing for ease of use never seen before in a hydration 
reservoir.  When combined with our proprietary SpeedClip mounting 
system, Drylock magnetic bite valve, integrated QuickDry hanger, and 
inline hose quick-disconnect, the 3D Hydro Reservoir provides you 
with an unrivaled hydration system.

›› 2L & 3L RESERVOIRS

https://youtu.be/_LZAzNf2iaA
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              SPINE MOLDED HANDLE: 
A comfortable, soft-molded handle makes filling easy and the 
co-molded baseplate provides full-length support for hassle-free 
insertion and removal from the pack

              QUICK DISCONNECT: 
Inline hose quick-disconnect for easy refills without having to 
un-thread the hose from the shoulder harness 

              DRYLOCK MAGNETIC BITE VALVE: 
Push button on/off bite valve allows for confident, leak-
free storage while traveling to and from the trail (magnet 
accessory included) 

              EASYGRIP FILL PORT: 
Rubberized fill port opening with integrated hose locator for 
inline quick-disconnect and screwcap tether

HYDRATION

PACKAGING MADE WITH  
RECYCLED MATERIALS
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3D HYDRO TREK 3L

3D HYDRO 3L RESERVOIR

3D HYDRO 2L RESERVOIR

The first-ever reservoir designed for backpacking, 
hiking and backcountry basecamps, the 3D Hydro 
Trek is quick-drying and ready for adventure. 

The 3L reservoir’s generous capacity and convenient 
features make it a go-to on the trail.

The unique, soft-molded design of the 2L reservoir 
provides comfort and stability on the trail.

ONE SIZE 136977

ONE SIZE 126864

ONE SIZE 126863

volume weight dimensions

3 L 200 g 31.5 x 24 x 8 cm

volume weight dimensions

3 L 200 g 43.8 x 17.8 x 7.6 cm

volume weight dimensions

2 L 185 g 36.2 x 17.8 x 7.6 cm

Optic Blue  -5583
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Waterproof protection with a more sustainable approach, 
our Raincover collection utilizes recycled polyester ripstop 
material to provide a durable barrier for your pack from the 
elements. Reflective logos, secure attachments, and a tidy 
package allow you to make time for the trail on rainy days.

 › Waterproof, seam-taped construction for maximum 
protection from the elements

 › Elasticized drawcord attachment with hipbelt loops and 
adjustable hook closer to be clasped above the pack’s harnesses

 › Oversized front reflective logo to easily spot your pack in the dark

 › Attached storage pouch with secure envelope closure

 › Bottom drain hole to prevent excess moisture pooling

 › Recycled ripstop polyester material

 › Now available in four sizes

 › New FSC certified packaging

 › Attached storage pouch with Gregory Mountain Products' 
lifestyle logo

 › Oversized reflective logo

 › More durable elastic attachment with adjustable hook

 › New printed version
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80-110L
RAINCOVER

WEIGHT  163 g

ONE SIZE 141350

Lava Black -9574

Tropical Forest -9236

50-80L
RAINCOVER

WEIGHT  136 g

ONE SIZE 141347

30-50L
RAINCOVER

WEIGHT  109 g

ONE SIZE 141348

>30L
RAINCOVER

WEIGHT  86 g

ONE SIZE 141349

ACCESSORIES

SUSTAINABLE
PERFORMANCE

Recycled Fabric - Constructed from a 40% recycled 70D 
polyester ripstop material, these raincovers combine 
durability with a reduced carbon footprint. 

FSC Certified Packaging - Packaging is designed with 
recycled materials and Forest Stewardship Council certified.

Carbon footprint reduction impact label included on 
backside of packaging *RAINCOVER 50-80L

SUSTAINABILITY SCORECARD

58
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

Take on a full day of meetings, jet off on a plane, or navigate a new city 
with a pack from our Everyday Adventure collection. Head out with a 
Nano pack and breeze through your checklist with a pack that relies 
on providing compact solutions to your everyday needs with simple, 
stylish, and clever organization. Or feel good (and look good) with 
our Resin, constructed entirely from recycled fabrics resulting in a 
measurable reduction in the impact of each bag on the world. These 
collections will quickly become your new everyday companion.

Waistpack

16L 18L 20L

22L 25L 28L

RESIN

NANO

14L
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PACKS

 › Dedicated hydration zippered pocket with 
routing - doubles as a secure tablet or small 
laptop sleeve (18, 20)

 › Front stretch mesh stuff pocket with secure 
buckle closure (20)

 › Twin side mesh water bottle pockets (16, 18, 20)

 › Removable/stowable webbing hipbelt (16, 18, 20)

 › Zippered stash pocket with organizer and/or key clip

 › Dual side compression with side release buckles 
(18, 20)

 › Reflective attachment loops to secure water 
bottles and other trail accessories

 › Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls

WAISTPACK

 › Wide 1.5 inch strap with secure buckle closure 
for cross body or around-the-waist carry

 › Large zippered main compartment with internal 
mesh divider pockets

 › Front zippered compartment with secure key leash
 › Airmesh padded backpanel with quilting detail 
 › Reflective webbing attachment loops
 › Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls

 › Top zippered pocket for quick access to phone or 
other valuables

The Nano collection is ideal for active everyday 
use: exploring the local trails, your local farmer’s 
market or a weekend getaway.
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Keep your phone, wallet, and shades organized in the 
Nano Waistpack equipped with a variety of secure, 
zippered pockets. The airmesh padded back and large 
buckle strap will keep you comfy and secure during your 
daily routine.

ONE SIZE 126861

COLORS:  BLACK, CAMO & ORANGE

VOLUME:  3.5 L              WEIGHT:   208 g

NANO WAISTPACK

The Nano 16’s top-loading design incorporates a quick 
access zippered pocket for accessories, and its packable 
nature makes it perfect for stuffing in your checked or 
carry-on luggage.

ONE SIZE 111497

VOLUME:  16 L             WEIGHT:  408 g

NANO 16

COLORS:  BLACK & NAVY

Bright Navy -D243

Burnt Amber -2330

Black Woodland Camo -9183

Spark Orange -0626

Obsidian Black -0413

Set off on a day of exploration with the simple, 
lightweight Nano 14. A secure zippered pocket, padded 
backpanel, and quick-access drawcord opening help 
keep things simple. Drop into any Nano compatible 
hiking pack for a deluxe trail system.

COLORS:  BLACKONE SIZE 124896

VOLUME:  14 L           WEIGHT:  263 g

NANO 14
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON 
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED CLPE FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT SUPPORTIVE CLPE FOAM

COLORS:  ALL FIVE COLORS

ALL FIVE COLORS

The Nano 18 is ready, whether your travels take you 
around the neighborhood, to the top of your favorite trail, 
or through the hills of Tuscan wine country. 

Its 20-liter capacity can handle a surprising amount of gear, 
whether you’re just knocking around town, tackling trails, 
or hitting every sight worth seeing on an overseas vacation. 

ONE SIZE 111498

ONE SIZE 111499

VOLUME:  18 L             WEIGHT:  454 g

VOLUME:  20 L            WEIGHT:  499 g

NANO 18

NANO 20

https://youtu.be/PWz-MuWHuA0
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DESIGNED USING GREGORY’S PRODUCT LIFECYCLE TOOL 
TO MAKE SMART DESIGN DECISIONS THAT RESULT IN A 
REDUCED IMPACT ON THE WORLD.

LINER, BACKPANEL AIRMESH, AND EXTERIOR FABRICS - THE 
RESIN PACKS ARE CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY FROM RECYCLED 
FABRICS.

WEATHER-RESISTANT, PADDED FRONT PANEL AND A 
DEDICATED PADDED LAPTOP SLEEVE MAKE DAILY USE 
FRUSTRATION-FREE AND THE STABILIZED FRONT HANDLE 
GIVES A UNIQUE, CENTER-OF-GRAVITY CARRY, FOR 
UNINHIBITED ACCESS.

IMPACT INFORMED

RECYCLED MATERIALS

ROUTINE RELIABILITY

The Resin daypack makes your routine easier while also making 
your impact lighter. A design focused on sustainable materials, 
weather protection and smart organization, the Resin is grounded 
in the use of recycled materials and PVC-free coated fabrics, 
reducing the impact each bag has on the world. 

EVERYDAY ADVENTURE
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The first step to creating a better, more sustainable product 
is to gain knowledge. Through a partnership with an industry 
leading lifecycle assessment firm, we evaluated our current 
product and developed custom software to help guide our 
designs. This software helps us pinpoint where we can make 
the most difference and reduce the overall impact. This lifecycle 
assessment tool calculates all materials and energy used to 
create, sew and ship the finished product. The design of the Resin 
packs was driven by this tool resulting in lower impact material 
choices and more refined construction techniques. The result is 
a streamlined, functional pack with a 59%* reduction in carbon 
footprint compared to conventional nylon pack. *RESIN 25L

Carbon Footprint 
A measure of greenhouse gas 
emissions, such as CO2 & methane
TOTAL IMPACT: 8.18 kg CO2

Acidification
A measure of emissions that 
causes negative acidifying effects 
to soil, fish and forests
TOTAL IMPACT: .04 kg SO2

Water Pollution 
Otherwise known as Eutrophication.  
Covers all potential impacts of 
macronutrients such as nitrogen 
& phosphorus, which can shift 
species composition and elevate 
biomass production
TOTAL IMPACT: 1.91 kg N

58%

REDUCED

36%

REDUCED

41%

REDUCED

* Reduction percentages are in comparison to the same product made from conventional (virgin) nylon
* Approximations are derived from the unweighted average of the three different styles of the resin daypack collection
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Smog Formation
Otherwise known as ozone 
creation. A measure of emissions 
of precursors that contribute to 
ground level smog formation.
TOTAL IMPACT: 52 kg O3

Primary Energy Demand
A measure of the total amount of 
primary energy extracted from 
the earth

TOTAL IMPACT: 162.2 net cal

Blue Water Consumption
A measure of the net intake and 
release of fresh water across the 
life of the product system
TOTAL IMPACT: 12 gal

42     

REDUCED

49%

REDUCED

39%

REDUCED

* Impact numbers shown represent impact potentials of the product’s full lifecycle (raw goods, manufacturing, packaging, distribution and disposal)
* Data Source: Independent third-party LCIA GaBi software results commissioned by Gregory and developed by Thinkstep (thinkstep.com) 

59%

REDUCED

59%

REDUCED

57%

REDUCED

RESIN 22

RESIN 25

RESIN 28

NUMBERS THAT 
MAKE SENSE

*Resin 25L
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 › Fully padded, weather-resistant front panel with a 
quick-access zippered top pocket

 › External accessed, padded laptop and tablet sleeve 
(22L interior laptop sleeve)

 › Large zippered main opening with a front-control 
grab handle for easy loading

 › Zippered interior mesh organizer pocket with       
pen sleeves

 › Side, durable fabric water bottle pocket

 › Full-length side access zipper to the main 
compartment (28L)

 › Side access, full-length zippered pocket with key 
clip and secure zipper catch (25L/28L)

 › Tubular webbing haul handle and soft-molded 
custom zipper pullers

 › Padded airmesh shoulder straps with sternum strap

PACK BODY 100% RECYCLED 450D POLYESTER, 75% 
RECYCLED 210D NYLON WITH PVC-FREE COATING
PACK BOTTOM 100% RECYCLED 450D POLYESTER
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
SUSPENSION 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER AIRMESH 
& MULTI-DENSITY CLOSED CELL FOAM
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

RESIN 22

RESIN 28

RESIN 25

Driven by the desire to do better, the Resin 22 combines 
a clever pack design with a sustainable approach. When 
it comes to functionality, the stabilized front handle gives 
a unique, center-of-gravity carry for uninhibited access to 
the main volume. Perfect for the conscious adventurer, the 
Resin is built completely from recycled fabrics.

The large top and side access of the Resin 28, along with 
an external zippered laptop pocket, provide numerous 
packing options. The Resin 28 is constructed entirely 
from recycled fabrics with a PVC-free coated and 
padded panel for weather-resistance and protection. 
The measured impact this pack has on the world serves 
as a reminder to reduce your impact while you wade 
through your daily routine.

Designed with a packs lifecycle in mind, the Resin 25 is 
built entirely from recycled fabrics and measured for its 
impact on the world. With weather-resistant material, 
padded protection and accessible pockets, the Resin 
25 motivates you to get through the day and feel good 
doing so.

ONE SIZE 139317

ONE SIZE 139319

ONE SIZE 139318

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader
•  LAPTOP 15.6 in   •  TABLET 9.7 in

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader
•  LAPTOP 15.6 in   •  TABLET 9.7 in

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel loader
•  LAPTOP 15.6 in   •  TABLET 9.7 in

Deep Navy  -D418

Dark Forest -1257

Obsidian Black  -0413
VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

22 L 702 g 48.3 x 33 x 17.8 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

25 L 726 g 48.3 x 33 x 20.3 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

28 L 794 g 50.8 x 35.6 x 22.9 cm

https://youtu.be/nvHHcG7qLB4
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Our focus when designing adventure travel 
products is to provide solutions that make 
the road less traveled feel more accessible. 
Stretch all you can out of your travels with a 
dedicated ActiveShield compartment for dirty 
clothes and gear, and keep your gear protected 
in transit with the 3-in-1 cover found on the 
Tetrad & Tribute. For the organized traveler, 
The Juxt is the ultimate travel pack with the 
included removable electronics caddy and 
clever pocketing. But what is most important 
to us is that you’re there – experiencing the 
adventure and that you have the gear you can 
trust.
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Juxt

Women’s Tribute

Men’s Tetrad

28L 34L 

55L40L

40L 60L

DIGITAL TRAVELER

TRAVEL PACKS

Border Traveler

40L30L
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The ultimate companion for the digital traveler, the Juxt packs 
are designed with a removable electronics pouch allowing you 
to make a seamless transition from traveling to exploring. The 
quick-release electronics caddy securely stores your comput-
er, tablet, and accessories to keep your in-flight essentials all 
in one place. Built around a breathable, trail-rated suspension, 
with weather-resistant materials, the Juxt is designed to take 
the modern adventure traveler off the beaten path.

TRAVEL-MINDED ORG.

ALL DAY COMFORT

GEAR PROTECTION

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

INCLUDED, REMOVABLE ELECTRONICS CADDY FOR YOUR 
LAPTOP, TABLET, & ACCESSORIES THAT SECURELY CONNECTS 
WITH GREGORY’S SPEEDCLIP ATTACHMENT SYSTEM THAT 
CAN BE SWAPPED OUT FOR A 3D HYDRO RESERVOIR.

DESIGNED TO BE AT HOME ON-AND-OFF THE BEATEN PATH, 
WITH A TRAIL INSPIRED SUSPENSION THAT UTILIZES A 
PERIMETER FRAME AND COMFORT CRADLE HIPBELT FOR 
ALL DAY COMFORT.

WEATHER-RESISTANT, PADDED FRONT PANEL WITH SECURE 
ZIPPERED CATCH ON QUICK ACCESS TOP POCKET.
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 › Removable, fully padded electronics caddy with 
SpeedClip attachment system

 › Electronics caddy features padded laptop and 
tablet sleeve with soft-touch fabric and internal 
mesh zippered pocket with pen organizer 

 › Perimeter frame suspension with breathable 
airmesh backpanel

 › 3D suspended lumbar pad with tuck-away 
webbing hipbelt on the 28L and zippered pockets 
on the 34L

 › Padded airmesh shoulder harnesses with removable 
sternum strap and Hypalon attachment loop

 › Full-surround zippered compartment for 
electronics caddy with mesh organizer sleeves, 
pen organization and zippered mesh pocket

 › Large U-Zip access to the main compartment 
with interior zippered mesh security pocket

 › Padded, weather resistant front panel with quick 
access zippered pocket with padded soft-touch 
sleeve and passive zipper lock

 › Compression straps with custom anodized 
aluminum hooks and durable Hypalon loops

 › Durable fabric side water bottle pocket
 › Side accessed zippered pocket with battery 

sleeve and cord routing for on-the-go charging
 › Front reflective screen print for added visibility
 › Tubular webbing haul handles and custom 

comfort-grip molded zipper pullers
 › Reinforced bottom panel with dual-layer construction

BODY PVC-FREE COATED 210D HIGH DENSITY 66 NYLON, 
420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON

BASE PVC-FREE COATED 210D HIGH DENSITY 66 NYLON 

LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR

HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR LIFESPAN EVA FOAM

CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME

112
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

TRAIL-RATED COMFORT FOR THE 
MODERN ADVENTURER.

Driven by the innovation found on our award-winning 
trail packs, the Juxt features a 3D comfort cradle lumbar 
and hipbelt support in a modern, stylish package.  
Breathable airmesh and configurable hipbelts provide 
trail-rated comfort in a clean travel-ready aesthetic.

›› PERIMETER FRAME
The internal, lightweight alloy frame keeps weight supported and close to 
your back, in addition to providing a solid platform to suspend the included 
electronics caddy for added protection.

›› 3D COMFORT CRADLE LUMBAR AND HIPBELT
Hot-spot free, wrapping hipbelt support with zippered pockets on the 34L and a 
minimalist, tuck-away hipbelt on the 28L.
.
›› HYBRID BACKPANEL 
A hybrid backpanel combining a suspended lumbar with a breathable backpanel 
for superior, long-lasting comfort.

›› BREATHABLE SHOULDER HARNESS
3D mesh shoulder harnesses with removable sternum strap buckle and Hypalon 
attachment loop for accessories.
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EXPLORE WORK TRAVEL
Quick-release electronics caddy lets you keep 
the essentials close while your pack spends the 
flight in the overhead compartment.

A separate compartment with all the organization 
you need and more to stay efficient so you can 
spend more time doing the fun stuff.

A large main compartment for full-day missions 
with a hybrid suspension and 3D comfort 
lumbar for all-day comfort.

114
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JUXT 28

JUXT 34

Planes, boats, donkey’s, the Juxt 28 is ready to be your 
companion no matter the mode of transportation. A 
weather-resistant, PVC-free coated fabric front panel 
keeps gear protected, and the removable electronics 
caddy combine to complement the organized 
adventurer. With a perimeter frame, and 3D comfort 
cradle lumbar, the Juxt 28 is born of the trail, but styled 
to be at home in the Grand Central Terminal.

Let your travels take you from connected to disconnected 
with the Juxt 34. The included, removable electronics 
caddy protects laptops and tablets and conveniently 
clicks in and out of its dedicated compartment using the 
SpeedClip attachment. Cruise through the airport, then 
swap out your gear and get outside for the ultimate in 
adventure-ready comfort.

MATERIAL 132710

MATERIAL 132711

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

28 L 1.56 kg 52.5 x 34 x 23.5 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

34 L 1.66 kg 52.5 x 34 x 28 cm

MAX CARRY 13.6 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel  loader
•  LAPTOP 15.6 in   •  TABLET 9.7 in

MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS panel loader
•  LAPTOP 15.6 in   •  TABLET 9.7 in

Spark Navy  -8885

Obsidian Black  -0413

https://youtu.be/uFVwX_hoA30
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Stay open to opportunities while abroad and on the road, thanks to the 
ActiveShield compartment with Polygiene® anti-microbial technology. 
This unique Polygiene® application stops the odor-causing bacteria and allows 
the active traveler to separate the dirty from the clean with confidence. 

THE ACTIVESHIELD COMPARTMENT KEEPS DIRTY OR WET CLOTHING 
SEPARATED FOR VAPOR, ODOR AND DIRT PROTECTION.  THE FULLY 
CLEANABLE COMPARTMENT IS BUILT FROM RECYCLED AUTO GLASS 
AND USES AN EXCLUSIVE POLYGIENE® ANTI-MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY 
TO INHIBIT THE GROWTH OF ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA.

CENTER ZIPPER DIVIDES THE PACK INTO TWO CAPACITIES TO KEEP 
YOU ORGANIZED WHILE ON THE MOVE.

ULTRA-COMFY BACKPANEL AND SHOULDER HARNESSES ARE 
GUARANTEED TO MAKE THIS YOUR GO-TO TRAVEL PACK.

SPLIT CASE DESIGN

ULTRA-CUSH CARRY

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

ACTIVESHIELD COMPARTMENT
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 › ActiveShield zippered compartment with Polygiene® 
Stays Fresh technology keeping dirty or wet clothing 
separated for vapor, odor and dirt protection

 › Split-Case design with zippered divider panel with 
mesh storage pockets

 › External accessed, padded laptop and tablet sleeves

 › Side mesh water bottle pocket with zippered, tuck-
away panel

 › Top quick-accessed pocket with key clip

 › Padded airmesh shoulder straps with sternum strap

 › Dual-density padded foam backpanel with 
breathable airmesh with luggage handle pass-
through (pass-through on 30L only) 

 › Tubular webbing haul handle and soft-molded 
custom zipper pullers

PACK BODY PVC-FREE COATED 210D HIGH DENSITY 66 
NYLON & 100% RECYCLED 450D POLYESTER WITH PFC-
FREE DWR
PACK BOTTOM 100% RECYCLED 450D POLYESTER WITH 
PFC-FREE DWR
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR, VAC-COATED ACTIVESHIELD WITH 
POLYGIENE® STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY
HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES
SUSPENSION 100% POLYESTER AIRMESH & MULTI-DENSITY 
CLOSED CELL FOAM

The ActiveShield compartment uses an 
exclusive Polygiene® anti-microbial technology 
to inhibit the growth of odor-causing bacteria.
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Dark Forest -1257

Total Black -2426 

BORDER TRAVELER 30

BORDER CARRY-ON 40

The Border Traveler 30L features a split-case design - 
one side has an ActiveShield compartment with Poly-
giene® Stays Fresh treatment to inhibit the growth of 
odor-causing bacteria, the other has all the organization 
and pocketing needed to neatly organize your travel 
essentials. Quick access to the external laptop pocket 
makes for the complete weekender pack for all your 
adventures.

Made to maximize carry-on potential, the Border 
Carry-On 40L leverages a smart, split-case design 
keeping you neat and tidy during your travels. An 
ActiveShield compartment with Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
treatment inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria 
and keeps the dirty separated from the clean. Tuck-
away shoulder straps and hipbelt mean you can cleanly 
check the pack for the last leg on the puddle jumper to 
your island paradise.

ONE SIZE 139312

ONE SIZE 139311

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

•  MAIN ACCESS Split Case  •  LAPTOP 15.6 in 

•  MAIN ACCESS Split Case  •  LAPTOP 15.6 in 

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

30 L 1.13 kg 54.5 x 38.5 x 20 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

40 L 1.33 kg 56 x 35.5 x 22.9 cm

40%

REDUCED

42%

REDUCED
BORDER 30 BORDER 40

40
*Border 30L

BUILT WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS

All fabrics on this bag are made from recycled content 
and PFC-free DWR resulting in a 40% reduction in the 
carbon footprint when compared to a conventional 
nylon pack. 

Offset the remaining carbon footprint of this product 
by choosing to walk, bike or hitch a ride for 37 miles 
instead of driving. This effort will help offset the 
remaining carbon footprint of this pack. *Border 30L

https://youtu.be/BSvYyaMmOoA
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The Tetrad and Tribute take adventure travel to the next level, 
adding features and support to let you carry more gear even 
further off the beaten track. These packs offer all the benefits 
of travel luggage—and more—along with the carry comfort of 
an adjustable, internal-frame suspension.

MAKE TRAVELING A BREEZE WITH THE ZIP-OFF, FULL-SIZE 
DAY PACK INTEGRATES CLEANLY INTOTHE LARGER PACK AND 
HAS A TABLET AND LAPTOP SLEEVE.

PACKABLE, SEAM- SEALED TRAVEL COVER PROVIDES 
PROTECTION AGAINST ROUGH HANDLING DURING CHECK-
IN, WET WEATHER AND UNWANTED ACCESS  ON-THE-GO.

VAPOR, DIRT AND ODOR RESISTANT ACTIVESHIELD 
COMPARTMENT SEPARATES DIRTY FROM CLEAN AND 
EXPANDS UP TO 30% OF PACK CAPACITY.

REMOVABLE DAYPACK

3-IN-1 TRAVEL COVER

ACTIVESHIELD COMPARTMENT

ADVENTURE TRAVEL
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 » ActiveShield compartment for vapor, dirt and odor resitant 
protection

 » Included 3 -in-1 check-in, rain and anti-theft cover

 » Zip-off daypack included (Included on Tetrad 60 & Tribute 
55)

 › Fully adjustable torso length with wishbone frame 
suspension and die-cut shoulder harnesses

 › Perforated breathable backpanel with wrapping hipbelt

 › Full-surround gear guard foam  padding on exterior of the pack

 › Flip guard compression panels to protect main zippered opening

 › Lockable main zippered opening

 › Top zippered pocket for storage of 3-in-1 cover doubles as 
quick access pocket

 › Internal zippered quick-access security pocket

 › Zippered internal mesh organization pocket

 › Padded handles on three sides

 › Reflective front loops for attaching additional items

 › Comfort grip zipper pulls

 › Integrated safety whistle on sternum strap

3-IN-1 TRAVEL COVER
TRAVEL, RAIN AND SECURITY

»
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      LIGHTWEIGHT ALLOY INTERNAL FRAME 
WITH ADJUSTABLE TORSO
The ultimate convertible travel packs, all of the Tetrad 
and Tribute packs feature a lightweight perimeter 
alloy frame and HDPE framesheet to properly channel 
weight to the hipbelt. Adjustable torso length in all 
models provides a custom fit regardless of pack size.

      REMOVABLE MODULAR DAYPACK
Neatly integrated into the main pack, the fully featured, 
compact daypack quickly transitions from layovers 
and bus rides to a day full of waterfall hikes in Costa 
Rica. A truly capable pack with durable front mesh 
stuff pocket, padded laptop and tablet sleeve, and dual 
water bottle pockets; the zip-off daypack completes 
the ultimate traveler’s toolkit.
(Included on Tetrad 60 & Tribute 55)

»

»

“CARRIES GEAR WITH THE CONFIDENCE 

  OF A MOUNTAIN GOAT”
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Ferrous Orange -6397

Pixel Black -5466

VOLUME WEIGHT 3-IN-1 
COVER DIMENSIONS

40 L 1.38 kg 171 g 55.9 x 30.5 x 29.2 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT 3-IN-1 
COVER DIMENSIONS

60 L 1.95 kg 213 g 66 x 30.5 x 39.4 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

20 L 522 g 49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

TETRAD 40

TETRAD 60

An included 3-in-1 travel cover and the ActiveShield 
compartment make the Tetrad 40 the one stop jet-setting 
pack.  Easily accessable laptop storage makes killing time 
during layovers convienient, and the adjustable suspension 
will provide that comfort you need for the final leg from the 
train station to the hostel.

Leave your duffel—and your aching shoulders—at home. 
The Tetrad 60 carries a week’s worth of gear through the 
cobbled streets of old Avignon with the confidence of a 
mountain goat, and its 3-in-1 travel cover, ActiveShield 
compartment, and deployable daypack add adventure 
readiness for your weekend escape to Chamonix. 

ONE SIZE 121118

ONE SIZE 121119

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

DAYPACK:

•  MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS U-Zip
•  LAPTOP  13”

•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS U-Zip
•  LAPTOP  15.6”

https://youtu.be/Ru_5g1wBVd8
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Bordeaux Red -1126

Mystic Grey -1585

TRIBUTE 40

TRIBUTE 55

BODY 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON & 
420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON 
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY 40% 
RECYCLED POLYESTER WITH WATER 
AND DIRT RESISTANT COATED NYLON 
ACTIVESHIELD
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR 
PERFORATED DUAL DENSITY CLPE & 
OPEN CELL FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME, 
ANTI-BARRELING CROSS STAY

VOLUME WEIGHT 3-IN-1 
COVER DIMENSIONS

40 L 1.38 kg 159 g 55.9 x 30.5 x 29.2 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT 3-IN-1 
COVER DIMENSIONS

55 L 1.80 kg 204 g 61 x 30.5 x 39.4 cm

VOLUME WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

18 L 476 g 49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

You’ll wonder how you ever lived without the travel-ready 
features and organization of the Tribute 40. Adjustable, 
women’s-specific internal frame suspension carries this 
carry-on-friendly pack comfortably over any terrain.  

Your room with a view over Motovun, Croatia is a mile up 
the hill, followed by four flights of creaky stairs. Luckily, the 
Tribute 55 hikes as well as it hauls, and gives you a zip-off 
daypack for day hiking and biking around town. Zivjeli!

ONE SIZE 121121

ONE SIZE 121122

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

DAYPACK:

•  MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS U-Zip
•  LAPTOP  13”

•  MAX CARRY 20.4 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS U-Zip
•  LAPTOP  14”
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Through time-tested technology and a focus on alpine needs, 
we deliver three pack series, each committed to on-mountain 
reliability, performance, and customization. Offering a range of 
volumes and feature sets within each series, Alpinisto and Targhee 
provide mountain athletes an option for any alpine pursuit.

35L

32L

24L

26L

45L

45L

35L 50L28L 38L

TARGHEE FASTTRACK

TARGHEE

ALPINISTOALPINISTO LT
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Not all alpine packs are created equal. That’s why the 
Alpinisto LT is designed to adapt to your day in the Alpine.  
Lightweight, durable materials and integrated gear carry are 
the heart of this pack that can transform from a minimalist 
approach pack to a peak-bagging, vertical-climbing beast. 
Attach your tools, crampons and rope, and head out for day 
of firsts in the lightweight Alpinisto LT.

 » FusionLite suspension with removable HDPE framesheet 
and thermoformed, snow shedding backpanel  

 » Removable and linkable hipbelt pads with gear loops and 
completely removable hipbelt webbing

 » Low-profile tapered harness with removable sternum strap 
featuring integrated safety whistle

 › Floating top pocket with zippered security pocket on the 
underside and quick release hardware for convenient strip ability

 › Front aluminum top pocket buckle closure that is removable

 › Bottom reinforced side ski loops configured for A-Frame carry

 › Front ice tool attachment with durable aluminum toggle 
system and protected pick sleeve

 › Front reflective attachment loops for helmet carry and gear 
overflow

 › Front bungee attachment for securing gear

 › Top rope strap with offset design for a more stable carry

 › Large quick-pull drawstring opening 

 › Interior zippered pocket for added, secure storage when top 
pocket is stripped  

 › Interior hydration sleeve with universal secure buckle 
hanger system and hydration port

 › Top and bottom side compression with side release buckles

 › Double layered bottom panel for added durability
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›› SNOW SHEDDING BACKPANEL:
The unique faceted design of the thermoformed backpanel prevents 
snow build up and protects your back from gear.

›› REMOVABLE HIPBELT PADS:
The hip-pads can be anchored to the pack for more stable load 
carry, or can be slid along the hipbelt webbing to accommodate a 
harness and gear.

›› LOW-PROFILE HARNESS:
The tapered, low profile harness provide the right balance between 
support and performance.

FUSION LITE 
The Fusion Lite configurable suspension on the Alpinisto 
LT is designed to adapt to your alpine system.
A removable frame sheet, and hipbelt pads convert 
this lightweight pack into a minimalist on-route pack. 
Re-fit the hip-pads and you have a pack worthy of the 
sketchy approach required to check off your next goal.
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Zest Orange -6096

BODY 100D HIGH DENSITY NYLON & 
210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
BASE 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY  40% 
RECYCLED POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE 
DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR LIFESPAN 
EVA FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT HDPE COMPOSITE / 
CLOSED CELL FOAM

ALPINISTO LT 28

The Alpinisto 28 LT offers a fully-featured alpine pack 
in a lightweight, configurable package. Integrated gear 
attachment solutions and removable features allow 
you to get your gear just the way you like it, so you can 
focus on the fun part.

A minimalist approach pack, or a streamlined ascent 
pack, the Alpinisto 38 LT has enough space for long 
days, with the configurability to match the task at hand.  
Lightweight materials and durable aluminum hardware 
give you confidence to move fast in the Alpine.

SM/MD 126853 MD/LG 130228

SM/MD 126854 MD/LG 130230

SPECS: (SM/MD)

SPECS: (SM/MD)

MAX CARRY 13.6 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top loader

MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top loader

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT

38 L 1.03 g 630 g

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT

28 L 993 g 603 g

ALPINISTO LT 38

https://youtu.be/-NvedBcQlQI
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A day in the alpine backcountry is one of winter’s greatest 
rewards. Trusting the skills and tools that get you there and 
back is equally crucial. That’s why our approach with the 
ski series is one of steady refinement rather than wholesale 
redesign. By making gradual advances and improvements 
in materials and design, we make every generation of these 
award-winning packs lighter, stronger, and easier to use in 
bad conditions while improving their riding performance for 
the best days. 

 › Removable bivy pad

 › Full length side access zipper with locking sliders and 
separating top skirt provide uninhibited access to main 
pack contents

 › Compressible over-sized crampon pocket with reinforced 
puncture and tear resistant abrasion zones

 › Floating top lids for capacity expansion and rope carry

 › Dual top-lid collar design for easy helmet storage

 › Dual tool attachment config has two separate attachment 

systems that work with any ice axe design from any era

 › Reinforced, over-sized A-frame ski carry attachment 
system for fat skis and split boards

 › Rope strap and three-point haul loops

 › Gear loops and ice clipper loops on hipbelt

 › Glove friendly hardware and single, anodized aluminum 
hook for maximum durablity on main top lid closure

 › Security pocket under top lid with key clip

 › Top lid occipital cutout for enhanced helmet clearance

 › Dual layered reinforced bottom panels for enhanced 
abrasion resistance 

 › Single wand pocket

 › Hydration tube routing and tube management to both 
shoulder harnesses
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›› TORSIONAL FLEX LOAD SUPPORT
with tubular 7001 aluminum perimeter frame, cross stay and 
lightweight framesheet.

›› HIGH-CUT HIPBELT AND TAPERED DUAL DENSITY FOAM
maximize comfort and freedom of movement.

›› THERMO-FORMED, SNOW-SHEDDING BACKPANEL
fits snug against back.

›› REMOVABLE FRAMESHEET AND PERIMETER FRAME
for lightweight ascents.

›› REMOVABLE HIPBELT SYSTEM
allows 38mm stability belt to remain in place after belt is removed.

FUSION FLEX

Fusion Flex is a lightweight, robust suspension system 
designed for harsh alpine environments. Its tubular 
7001 aluminum perimeter frame and perforated HDPE 
frame sheet provide crucial load support and optimal 
torsional flexibility while the climbing-specific hipbelt 
and harness maintain comfort for technical ascents.
Fusion Flex combines crucial load management, and 
simple, durable design to offer climbers the ideal alpine-
minimalist pack suspension system. Combined with its 
lightweight, reinforced perimeter frame a cross-stay 
prevents barreling after hasty packing efforts in harsh 
weather. Meanwhile, the snow-shedding backpanel 
resists moisture absorption, and removable padding 
in the high-cut, harness-compatible hipbelt allows 
for maximum weight reduction without the loss of 
support. Tapered, dual-density shoulder and lumbar 
padding maintain mobility and proper load transfer 
over waterproof layers. 

ALPINE & SKI
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BODY 210D HIGH TENACITY NYLON / 
630D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
BASE 630D HIGH DENSITY NYLON / 
210D NYLON REINFORCEMENT LAYER
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY  40% RECYCLED 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR MULTI-
DENSITY, COMFORTZONE LIFESPAN EVA
CHASSIS SUPPORT 7001 TUBULAR 
ALUMINUM, HDPE FRAMESHEET

ALPINISTO 35

ALPINISTO 50

The Alpinisto 35 brings the same features as the Alpin-
isto 50 in a smaller, lighter format. Lightweight abra-
sion-resistant fabrics and reinforced construction 
give you peace of mind while you’re beating your gear 
senseless. A strippable design with removable floating 
lid, frame, framesheet, and hipbelt makes light-and-fast 
ascents lighter and faster. Dual hybrid ice tool attach-
ments and an oversized crampon pocket keep bulky 
gear secure, and a full-length locking side zipper offers 
total access to the top-loading main compartment. 

Lighter, tougher, and more technical than ever, the 
Alpinisto 50 brings the best in materials, features, 
and construction for demanding alpine situations. Its 
top-loading design also offers full side zipper access 
with a split-top skirt design, an oversized reinforced 
front panel crampon pocket, and a removable lid 
compartment for smaller items. A lightweight alloy 
perimeter frame supports heavy gear loads, or strips 
out along with the removable hipbelt and framesheet 
for ultralight missions.

MD 86994   LG 86993

MD 86997  LG 86996

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

SPECS: (SIZE MD/LG)

•  MAIN ACCESS Top & Side Access
•  MAX CARRY 20 kg 

•  MAIN ACCESS Top & Side Access
•  MAX CARRY 23 kg 

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT

35 L 1.53 kg .964 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT

50 L 1.60 kg 1.01 kg

Zest Orange -6096

Lichen Green -6059

https://youtu.be/ib3WoILYdHU
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A day in the alpine backcountry is one of winter’s greatest 
rewards. Trusting the skills and tools that get you there 
and back is equally crucial. That’s why our approach with 
the Targhee series is one of steady refinement rather than 
wholesale redesign. By making gradual advances and 
improvements in materials and design, we make every gen-
eration of these award-winning packs lighter, stronger, and 
easier to use in bad conditions while improving their riding 
performance for the best days. 

 » Front panel with high abrasion resistant fabric for durability

 » Anodized aluminum hooks for easy durable use in the cold

 » Backpanel zippered main volume entry

 › Top zippered google and accessory pocket

 › Perimeter frame for ultra-stable load carry and torsional flexibility

 › Diagonal front ski carry and front snowboard and snowshoe carry

 › A-frame ski and splitboard carry with heavy duty bottom loops

 › Front quick-access zippered avalanche safety pocket with  

tool organization

 › Compression molded snow-shedding backpanel

 › Lightweight, durable bungee ice tool system with aluminum 

toggles and pick sleeve

 › Glove friendly top compression buckles with camming 

action for reliable hold

 › Deployable, adjustable helmet carry stores in front zippered pocket

 › Internal hydration sleeve with routing to Insulated Shoulder 

strap sleeve

 › Safety whistle integrated into sternum strap buckle

 › Dual layered bottom panels for added durability  
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›› Perimeter Alloy Frame:
Designed to find the perfect balance between stability and flexibility, 
the perimeter frame design allows for torsional flexibility, while 
maintaining the ability to carry a full day’s kit.

›› Snow Shedding Backpanel:
Specially designed ridges in the thermo-formed backpanel prevent 
snow build-up and provide protection from the gear inside.

›› Insulated hydration Routing: 
Built in hydration routing comes in the form of an insulated zippered 
sleeve to reduce the chances that your hose will freeze up in colder 
temperatures.

›› U-Zip Backpanel Access: 
Extra-large access through the backpanel for unloading and loading 
gear when you’re knee deep in powder.  Custom ring pullers make 
for smooth access with gloves.

VERTFLEX 
VertFlex suspension meets the needs of skiers and 
riders who require vertical stability for heavy loads, 
while maintaining torsional flexibility. Utilizing an alloy 
perimeter frame for support, the Targhee packs round 
out their superior carry through a flexitble framesheet 
panel and an anti barrelling cross stay. With an improved, 
snowshedding backpanel design, the VertFlex suspension 
on the Targhee is optimized for commited missions into 
the backcountry. 
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Atlantis Blue -1017

Sunset Orange -1842

BODY 210D 6.6 HIGH DENSITY RIPSTOP 
NYLON & 1000D CORDURA NYLON
BASE 630D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY 40% RECYCLED 
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR MULTI DENSITY 
EVA FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT MOLDED FOAM 
BACKPANEL, ALLOY STEEL FRAME, HDPE 
FRAMESHEET

TARGHEE 26

TARGHEE 32

TARGHEE 45

The compact and capable Targhee 26 is ideal for dawn 
patrols, short day tours, and lift-accessed gated terrain. 
A flexible HDPE framesheet provides support for light 
loads, while updated materials and organization offer 
bombproof durability and intuitive access to gear and 
snow tools in any conditions. 

For all-day tours, look no further than the award-
winning Targhee 32. Improved materials provide 
better-than-ever defense against snow, rocks, and 
sharp edges, while the improved layout offers even 
faster access to the dedicated avalanche rescue and 
snow tool compartment. 

Pairing capacity for guiding and extended backcountry 
adventures with unmatched ride quality, the Targhee 
45 supports winter overnights or provides a generous 
supplement to your gear sled on longer expeditions. 
Abrasion-resistant and snow-shedding materials, 
stowable gear attachment points, and full perimeter 
compression streamline your descent.

ONE SIZE 121125

SM 121128  MD 121129  LG 121130

MD 121132  LG 121133

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)

SPECS: (MEDIUM)

SPECS: (MEDIUM)

MAX CARRY 15.9 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Backpanel

MAX CARRY 20.4 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Backpanel

MAX CARRY 20.4 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Backpanel

VOLUME WEIGHT

26 L 1.23 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT

32 L 1.47 g

VOLUME WEIGHT

45 L 1.66 kg

https://youtu.be/a12lADI9xlE
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Designed to keep you moving in the alpine, the Targhee 
FastTrack (FT) features lightweight durable materials with all 
the weight-reducing strip-ability found in our alpine products. 
The Targhee FT includes a revolutionary quick carry system 
for stowing your skis on the go without removing your pack. 
Specialized aluminum hardware and split-top draw cord 
opening create the ultimate fast-paced alpine touring pack.

FASTTRACK SKI CARRY

LIGHTWEIGHT MODE

ALUMINUM HARDWARE

ALPINE & SKI

GAME-CHANGING SKI-CARRY WITHOUT REMOVING THE 
PACK USING THE CUSTOM FASTTRACK FRICTION HOOK 
SYSTEM

STRIP OFF THE HIPBELTS, TOP POCKET, AND FRAME 
SHEET TO TRANSFORM INTO A MINIMALIST ALPINE 
TOURING PACK

SPECIALLY DESIGNED ALUMINUM HARDWARE FOR A COLD-
WEATHER DURABILITY AND GLOVE-FRIENDLY FUNCTIONALITY
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 › FastTrack carry system to attach skis without 
removing the pack

 › Reinforced, coated webbing loop and elasticized webbing 
for ski attachment with custom FastTrack hook

 › Front quick access avalanche tool pocket with secure 
probe and handle sleeves

 › Deployable helmet carry system with adjustable hook 
attachment

 › Floating top pocket with zippered security pocket 
on the underside and quick release hardware for 
convenient strippability

 › Removable and linkable hipbelt pads with gear loops 
and zippered pocket, plus completely removable hipbelt 
webbing

 › Fusion Lite suspension with removable HDPE framesheet 
and thermoformed, snow shedding backpanel

 › Low-profile tapered harness with removable sternum 
strap featuring integrated safety whistle

 › Front ice tool attachment with durable aluminum 
toggle system and protected pick sleeve

 › Full-length side access zipper with locking sliders and 
separating top skirt provide uninhibited access to main 
pack contents.

 › Side compression with side release buckle closure on top
 › Top compression rope strap and large quick-pull 

drawstring opening
 › Interior hydration sleeve with universal secure buckle 

hanger system and hydration port
 › Front webbing daisy chain
 › Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls and glove 

friendly hardware
 › Double layered bottom panel for added durability

PACK BODY 100D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
PACK BOTTOM 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY  40% RECYCLED POLYESTER 
WITH PFC-FREE DWR
SUSPENSION MULTI-DENSITY LIFESPAN EVA FOAM , 
7001 TUBULAR ALUMINUM, HDPE FRAMESHEET
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The Fusion Lite suspension and the Targhee FastTrack 
are designed to work for you. Configure the pack based 
on your objective.
A removable frame and hipbelt pads convert this 
lightweight pack into a minimalist touring pack. Re-fit 
the hip-pads and you have a pack ready to attach your 
skis in a flash and begin your final push.

›› LOW-PROFILE HARNESS WITH FASTTRACK HOOK
The tapered, low profile harness designed with the custom FastTrack hook to 
quickly stow your skis without removing your pack.

›› REMOVABLE SUPPORT FRAME
Strippable padded framesheet with integrated aluminum frame and cross-stay 
so you don’t feel the edges of gear through your pack.

›› SNOW SHEDDING BACKPANEL 
The unique faceted design of the thermoformed backpanel prevents snow 
build up and protects your back from gear.

›› REMOVABLE HIPBELT PADS
The removable hipbelt pads can be anchored to the pack for more stable load 
carry, or can slide along the hipbelt webbing to accommodate a harness and gear.

FUSION LITE
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›› FASTTRACK SKI CARRY SYSTEM:
Game-changing ski-carry using the custom FastTrack 
friction hook system. Derived from randonee racing, the 
FastTrack system allows you to stow skis without taking off 
your pack.

Simply sling the tails through the bottom loop, wrap the 
reinforced, elasticized top strap, pull over your shoulder 
and lock into the shoulder-mounted hook - all while 
wearing your pack.

SLING
WRAP
SECURE

1.

3.2.

5.4.

144
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ALPINE & SKI

TARGHEE FASTTRACK 45

TARGHEE FASTTRACK 35

Start early, keep moving, cover vertical.  The Targhee Fast-
Track 35 is engineered to keep pace in the alpine while you 
focus on your objective.  Lightweight, removable compo-
nents allow you to dial in your level of support and trim 
weight, while the FastTrack ski carry system allows you 
to stow skis without removing the pack.

The Targhee FastTrack 45 gives you the capacity for 
long days in a package that wants to keep moving.  The 
FastTrack ski carry system gives you the ability to attach 
skis to the pack without removing it, and the removable 
components make for a customizable pack engineered 
for maximum efficiency in the alpine.

S/M 132706  M/L 132707

S/M 132708  M/L 132709

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT 

35 L 1.36 kg .82 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT 

24 L 1.20 kg .82 kg

VOLUME WEIGHT STRIPPED 
WEIGHT 

45 L 1.41 kg .86 kg

MAX CARRY 15.8 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader

MAX CARRY 20.4 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Top Loader

Spark Navy -8885

Rust Red -7222

TARGHEE FASTTRACK 24

The Targhee FastTrack 24 is designed to make quick 
work of the transition from uphill to harvesting pow. The 
FastTrack ski carry system allows you to stow skis with-
out removing your pack, and securely stores essentials 
ensuring you’re equipped for multiple laps before your 
first meeting.

S/M 139320  M/L 139431

MAX CARRY 15.8 kg  •  MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

https://youtu.be/VrJiTyTbbiY
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If there’s one thing we could leave you with, it’s this: Don’t size your pack 
like your tee shirt, size it like your shoes. 

 
A well-fitted pack allows you to stay comfortable and use less energy 

on the trail. It also allows you to use your pack correctly and to fill it to its 
maximum capacity. Both of these things help you get optimal performance 
and enjoyment not only out of your pack, but also out of yourself and your 

trip—and that’s what we want for all of our customers.

STEP 1: MEASURE YOUR TORSO LENGTH
C7 VERTEBRA TO ILIAC CENTER

Grab a measuring tape. Tilt your head forward to make it easier to and 
find the highest protruding knob at the base of your neck. Ahoy! It’s 
your C7 vertebrae—the starting point for your soft measuring tape. 
Tilt your head back up and run the tape straight down your spine until 
you reach your Iliac Center. This is the point in the center of your spine 
that aligns with the highest point on your hipbone.

STEP 2: PICK YOUR PACK!
Once you know your torso length, you can find out which size you 
should buy in whichever Gregory pack you like. And remember, all 
Gregory packs are sized the same regardless of gender, so a medium 
is a medium whether it’s unisex, a men’s pack, or a women’s pack.

STEP 1: MEASURE YOUR TORSO LENGTH
We always recommend throwing at least 5-10 kg in the pack. From 
there, the most important thing you can do is make sure the top edge 
of hipbelt is sitting 2 cm above your iliac crest shelf. Next, the shoulder 
straps should wrap smoothly over your shoulders and should start 
wrapping onto your back, about 8 cm below the top of your shoulders. 
If your shoulder strap starts lower than 8 cm, try a larger size.

146
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XS XS/SM

LG

SM/MD O/S (mens)

O/S (youth)

XS/SM SM/MD

O/S (mens)

MD O/S (womens)

SM MD/LG

O/S (womens)

MD/LG O/S (youth)

FIXED HIPBELTS ADJUSTABLE HIPBELTS 
(VERSAFIT, FREEFLOAT HYBRID / 360)

in. in.size sizecm. cm.

26” - 45” 66 - 114.3 22” - 46” 66 - 124.5

30” - 53” 76.2 - 134.6

27” - 46” 68.5 - 116.8 27” - 53” 68.5 - 134.6

26” - 49” 66 - 124.5

26” - 45” 66 - 114.3 25” - 48” 63.5 - 121.9

28” - 48” 71.1 - 121.9

28” - 48” 71.1 - 121.9 25” - 48” 68.5 - 134.6

27” - 45” 68.5 - 114.3 27” - 53” 68.5 - 134.6

27” - 45” 68.5 - 114.3

29” - 51” 71.1 - 121.9 25” - 48” 63.5 - 121.9

Hipbelt
This is the belt you buckle across your hips, and it allows 
you to carry the weight of your pack on your hips instead 
of your shoulders. You should position the belt pad 2 cm 
above your iliac crest.

Load Lifter Strap
Critical and often underutilized, these straps connect the 
shoulder strap to the top support structure of the pack. They 
draw the weight of the pack towards your center of gravity 
to provide stability and energy savings and allow you to shift 
weight from your upper body to your hips.

Pack Sizing – One Size
This is the belt you buckle across your hips, and it allows 
you to carry the weight of your pack on your hips instead 
of your shoulders. You should position the belt pad 2 cm 
above your iliac crest.

Shoulder Strap
Yes, these are the straps by which you carry your pack. They 
should form to the contours of your natural shape and rest 
completely against your shoulders, wrapping about 8 cm 
below the top of your shoulder blade.

Transfer Weight to Hipbelt
By loosening the shoulder straps slightly then tightening 
the load lifter straps on the top of the shoulder strap, you 
are taking weight supported by the shoulder straps and 
transferring it to your hipbelt.

Pack Sizing – Adjustable
Yes, these are the straps by which you carry your pack. They 
should form to the contours of your natural shape and rest 
completely against your shoulders, wrapping about 8 cm 
below the top of your shoulder blade.

Sternum Strap
This is the strap that buckles directly over your chest, at 
about heart-height used to keep the shoulder straps in 
place and correctly positioned on your body. This strap 
should not distort the shape of the shoulder strap or inhibit 
your breathing.

Transfer Weight to Shoulder Straps
By loosening the load lifter straps on the top of the shoulder 
strap and then tightening the shoulder strap adjustment, you 
are taking weight supported by your hipbelt and moving it 
to your shoulder straps.

Pack Sizing – Custom Fit
This is the strap that buckles directly over your chest, at 
about heart-height used to keep the shoulder straps in 
place and correctly positioned on your body. This strap 
should not distort the shape of the shoulder strap or inhibit 
your breathing.
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O/S

TORSO LENGTH

BALTORO

PARAGON

STOUT 

CITRO

DEVA  

ZULU

MAVEN  

AMBER  

KATMAI

KALMIA  

JUNO  

ARRIO

BALTORO PRO

JADE  

MAYA  

MIWOK

BACKPACKING & HIKING

DAY HIKING

13 in
33cm

17 in
43.2 cm

SM or MD

SM / MD

SM / MD

O/S

O/S

XS or SM

SM / MD

XS / SM
SM / MD

XS / SM
SM / MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

SM

XS / SM
SM / MD

O/S

O/S

15 in
38.1 cm

SM / MD

SM / MD

XS or SM

SM / MD

XS / SM

XS / SM

O/S

O/S

XS / SM

O/S

19 in
48.3 cm

SM or MD 
or LG

SM / MD
MD / LG

SM / MD
MD / LG

O/S

O/S

MD

SM / MD
MD / LG

SM / MD

SM / MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

MD

SM / MD

O/S

O/S

21 in
53.3 cm

MD or LG

MD / LG

MD / LG

O/S

O/S

MD / LG

LG

O/S

14 in
35.6 cm

XS

XS /SM

XS /SM

O/S

O/S

XS / SM

O/S

18 in
45.7 cm

SM or MD 
or LG

SM / MD
MD / LG

SM / MD
MD / LG

O/S

O/S

SM or MD

SM / MD
MD / LG

SM / MD

SM / MD

O/S

O/S

O/S O/S

SM or MD

SM / MD

O/S

O/S

16 in
40.6 cm

SM

SM / MD

SM / MD

O/S

O/S

XS or SM or 
MD

SM / MD

XS / SM
SM / MD

XS / SM
SM / MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

SM

XS / SM
SM / MD

O/S

O/S

20 in
50.8 cm

MD or LG

MD / LG

MD / LG

O/S

O/S

MD

MD / LG

SM / MD

SM / MD

O/S

SM or MD

SM / MD

O/S

22 in
55.9 cm

LG

MD / LG

MD / LG

O/S

MD / LG

LG

M’S

M’S

M’S

M’S

M’S

M’S

M’S

M’S

W’S

W’S

W’S

W’S

W’S

W’S

W’S

UNI

ICARUS

YOUNG ADULT BACKPACKING & HIKING

O/S O/SO/SO/S O/SO/SUNI

O/SKIRO O/S O/SO/S O/SO/SUNI

FOCAL MD LGMD MD or LG LGUNI
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TORSO LENGTH

ALPINISTO LT

RESIN

TRIBUTE  

BORDER

JUXT

NANO

ALPINISTO

TARGHEE

TARGHEE FT

TETRAD

EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

ALPINE & SKI

13 in
33cm

O/S

17 in
43.2 cm

SM/MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

SM

SM

SM / MD

O/S

15 in
38.1 cm

O/S

O/S

19 in
48.3 cm

MD/LG

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

MD

MD

MD / LG

O/S

21 in
53.3 cm

MD/LG

O/S

O/S

LG

LG

MD / LG

O/S

O/S

O/S

14 in
35.6 cm

O/S

O/S

18 in
45.7 cm

SM/MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

SM or MD

SM or MD

SM / MD

O/S

16 in
40.6 cm

SM/MD

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

O/S

SM

SM

SM / MD

O/S

20 in
50.8 cm

MD/LG

O/S

O/S

MD or LG

MD or LG

MD / LG

O/S

O/S

O/S

22 in
55.9 cm

LG

LG

M’S

W’S

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI
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Whether you’re hitting up your 
favorite National Park or hanging at 
the park with your crew, our packs 
are built to power your experiences, 
no matter what they are. 

We know now more than ever the importance of community, 
time and connection. Our Spring 2022 Make:Time campaign 
focuses on remembering the simple things in life. Making 
time for seasonal changes, road trips, foliage, local travel, 
experiences, fresh air, friends, family, exploration and so much 
more. Together we can all make MORE time for the world we 
live in and those who share it with us.

As always, we welcome and encourage our dealers to tap into 
our Make:Time creative assets and use them as tools to better 
connect with your community.

Our Make:Time campaign supports all 
of our major product categories:

Sometimes we need to disconnect from the daily grind to reconnect 
with each other and the outdoors. With a ventilated suspension 
and customized fit, the Katmai and Kalmia match your movement 
so you can hit the trail in ultimate comfort and go that extra mile.

MAKE TIME WITH THE

When it comes to finding the perfect blend of recycled fabrics, 
functional organization, and eco-friendly construction, the Resin has 
it figured out. So that when all the ingredients come together, you 
can feel good about the lighter impact each bag has on the world.

MAKE TIME FOR GOOD INGREDIENTS WITH

Blaze new trails with Miwok and Maya. Travel recommendations are fine, 
but those bucket list adventures of yours shouldn’t gather dust for too long. 
Built with a flexible, body-wrapping suspension, our Miwok and Maya packs 
are the perfect size, helping you make time to follow your own compass. 

WRITE YOUR OWN STORY WITH THE

Here’s to making your first camp meal, learning how to poop in the woods, forgetting to 
take the tags off your pack, and breaking in new shoes. These are the stories you’ll tell after 
coming home from your first backpacking trip. Our Stout and Amber packs are adjustable, 
versatile and durable to be there with you for every new adventure.

MAKE NEW STORIES WITH THE NEW

There’s a reason we love shared mountain vistas more than social media posts. 
Our Paragon and Maven packs are designed with dynamic suspension, delivering 
lightweight comfort for wherever your adventures take you. So go ahead, stay out 
a little longer, go a little further and reconnect with the world around you. 

MOVES WITH YOUR BODY

RECONNECT WITH THE NEW

Shut the laptop, turn off the notifications, pack up the all-new 
ventilated Arrio and release that wild, creative, adventurous side. 
A perfect trail companion to take you to that final summit, hidden 
lake, or forest picnic.

MAKE TIME WITH THE NEW

Drink differently with an all new backpacking reservoir. The 3D Trek 
offers three different modes keeping you hydrated while hiking, 
backpacking, and at basecamp; quenching your thirst both on the 
trail and around the fire at camp.

MAKE TIME WITH 3-IN-1

ON-TRAIL TECHNICAL
ADVENTURE TRAVEL
OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
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POINT OF SALE TOOLS 
Snag some high-quality POS for your shop: from banners to 
stuffer bags to B-Chairs, we’ve got you covered. Hit up your rep if 
you need anything additional or have stellar ideas for new tools.
   
PRODUCT SEEDING
Have a standout employee or local influencer who loves 
Gregory? We’d love to hook them up with a new pack! Hit up 
your rep to snag one or if your gear locker needs stocking.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
Along with our dedicated product and fit clinics in-store, 
we have created a brandbook and special clinic videos for 
shop employees. Staff are given the opportunity to learn more 
about our brand and new products, as well as get access to pro 
discounts.

ASSET SHARING
All the amazing assets we create and share live in one, 
easy- to-locate database:
• World-class photography assets for social media, website ad and 

event use
• Product education videos for every collection we build 
• Dynamic social media videos and assets
• Reach out to us in order to get access to our database where all 

these amazing assets are located

[   PHOTO - VIDEO - SOCIAL   ]

SHAREFILE

STUFFER BAG – 67977 WEIGHT BAG 2,3 kg – 67975

Shadow Black -0614

POINT OF SALE TOOLS 

FIT JIG – 65542 B-CHAIR - 3035483
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SUSTAINABILITY

OUR APPROACH 
At Gregory, we realize sustainability is a journey, not a 
destination. And it turns out this journey is not so different 
than our product development process. With innovation, risk 
taking and forward thinking, we are continually improving 
our products and reducing our carbon footprint.

 3 PILLARS OF FOCUS:

 1. INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
 2. CARBON ACTION
 3. THRIVING SUPPLY CHAIN

Explore new materials and production 
methods and find the right balance 
of performance, durability, style and 
sustainability. Be mindful and clever with our 
approach to new product solutions.

PRODUCT LIFECYCLE <>  
MATERIALS INNOVATION

Reduce the carbon footprint of our operations 
by using energy more efficiently and looking 
for more ways to reduce our emissions. 
Targeted action where we can make a 
meaningful impact.

INCREASING EFFICIENCY <>  
REDUCING EMISSIONS

Continue to make sure we look after the 
people and communities where we work 
and encouraging good practice and positive 
impacts beyond our direct business. 

 RESPECTING HUMAN RIGHTS <> 
RESPONSIBLE SOURCING

[  ] PRODUCT CARBON FOOTPRINT
More and more collections incl. all S22 
novelties are using recycled main materials, 
which reduces the overall carbon footprint 
of the products strongly relative to our 
conventional virgin nylon construction.

[  ]  RECYCLED PET WATER BOTTLE PACK 
LINER

We custom developed a 40% post-consumer 
recycled PET polyester pack liner material to 
replace our virgin nylon pack liner material 
in 99% of our products. This has diverted 
1,632,960 plastic bottles per year from 
landfills.

[  ] REACH COMPLIANCE
100% of our products now meet the 
European-focused REACH regulatory 
standards. REACH compliance requires 
rigorous chemicals testing for each and 
every product and is designed to eliminate 
hazardous chemicals. It is the strictest law to 
date regulating chemical substances.

[  ] PFC-FREE DWR
Since we started to apply PFC-free DWR 
as 1st step on all our S21 novelties we have 
transitioned all our backpacks incl. S22 packs 
to PFC-free DWR.

[  ] SHIPPING REDUCTIONS
Overhauled our shipping carton sizes and built 
new box shapes for key collections, resulting in 
a 21% improvement in shipping efficiency and 
a substantial reduction in freight related carbon 
footprint.

[  ] FACILITY BASELINE
We completed a comprehensive carbon 
footprint 
analysis of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions for 
all our facilities (direct and indirect emissions 
created by our office spaces and owned 
facilities) to understand our facility footprint 
and hold ourselves accountable to continuous 
improvements. Company-wide we saw a  
3 percent decrease in our 2018 global GHG 
footprint when compared to 2017.

[  ] OUR HOME
We built our primary design headquarters in an 
amazing neighborhood in Holladay, Utah, just 
south of Salt Lake City directly at the base of 
the world class Wasatch Mountain playground. 
We chose a mixed living area that reduces 
commute times, provides great walkability to 
local restaurants and shopes, and space to store 
our bikes and skis in the office. We installed 
100% LED lighting, showers, cold filtered water 
taps, and all the standard recycling efforts you’d 
expect to see and we have more planned for the 
future as our office grows and expands.

[  ] REDUCED PACKAGING FOOTPRINT
1) Our new S’20 3D Hydro Gen II hydration 
reservoir and accessories are now constructed 
from 100% recycled craft paper. 2) Custom 
developed a biodegradable polyethylene air 
bag in place of a cardboard tube in our Deva & 
Baltoro packaging, preventing 7,850 pounds of 
cardboard from entering a landfill each year.

[  ] BLUESIGN HARDWARE
95% of all hardware and buckles have been 
converted to Bluesign approved parts. This 
means all our plastic buckles and hardware are 
all Bluesign sourced.

[  ] GREGORY LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Same incredible lifetime guarantee we’ve had 
since 1996 is still in place today and helps 
extend the lifespan of products to the max. 
The connection our customer build with our 
products is also something we value and 
respect, so we want to keep them on the trail 
together as long as possible.

[  ] PRODUCT IMPACT
Just like packs, our mentality is if it doesn’t 
exist, build it yourself. We partnered with 
an industry leading Lifecycle Analysis firm 
in Germany to build a customized Lifecycle 
Analysis tool specifically designed to measure 
the true impact of the packs we build. 

1. INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS 2. CARBON ACTION 3. THRIVING SUPPLY CHAIN

ACTIONS
NOT WORDS
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=89

30

28

30

DRIVEN
MILES 
116 KM

CARBON FOOTPRINT
EQUIVALENCE

Offset the remaining carbon footprint of this product 
by choosing to walk, bike or hitch a ride for 89 miles 
instead of driving. This effort will offset the remaining 
carbon footprint of this pack.

Branding on pack

Footprint reduction and offset info will be shown on hangtags 
for Katmai & Kalmia

NUMBERS THAT MAKE SENSE

All fabrics on this bag are made from 
recycled content resulting in a 28% 
reduction in the carbon footprint when 
compared to a conventional nylon pack.

Kalmia 50/
Katmai 55

Kalmia 60/ 
Katmai 65

REDUCED

REDUCED

S21 Katmai/Kalmia Carbon 
Footprint Reduction

Katmai 65/Kalmia 60 reduction info that 
will be shown on hangtags
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QUALITY-FIRST MENTALITY

Since 1977, Gregory packs, bags and adventure travel gear have 
earned an unmatched reputation for quality and reliability. 
Premium and uncompromised raw materials, construction, and 
design are ingrained in our brand culture and our history. To this 
day, our quality-first mentality is an important part of how we 
define and differentiate ourselves.

ACTIONS, NOT WORDS

Great life experiences are the end game; they’re why we do what 
we do at Gregory, and we know the quality of your experience 
often depends on the quality of your gear. That’s why we 
don’t build products to last a season or two—we build them to 
provide you with a lifetime of enjoyment. In 1996, we put our 
money where our mouth is and launched the Gregory Lifetime 
Guarantee. This guarantee is still in place today and is included 
with any product you purchase from us. This state of mind drives 
our design process, empowers our commitment to repairability, 
and ultimately produces higher performance products that 
deliver on a longer-than-average lifespan.

We build our products to last a 
lifetime and that’s how long we 
stand behind them. We guarantee 
that this product will be free 
from defects in workmanship and 
materials for as long as you own it.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

NEW HANGTAG HIGHLIGHTS LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE AT POINT OF SALE

We build our products to last 
a lifetime and that’s how long 
we stand behind them. We 
guarantee that this product 
will be free from defects in 
workmanship and materials 

for as long as you own it. 

See our Lifetime Guarantee, 
repair and replacement details 

at GREGORYPACKS.COM
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We’ve been helping you get outside for almost 40 years, by building 
uncompromised product that gets you and your gear to wherever you’re going. 
We believe the outdoor experience is enhanced when you have incredibly 
comfortable, intelligently designed, premium quality equipment you can trust 
without question.

We are relentless about this simple, but also very challenging product creation 
philosophy, because we know that getting out—whether to scale a mountain 
peak or pedal across town—is paramount to our quality of life. We feel like 
anything and everything we love to do is simply better when we do it outside. 
So above all else, we do not compromise on the time we spend under open skies 
with our compadres in life, and the products we build are a direct result of this 
philosophy.

GREGORY EUROPE

Samsonite Europe N.V. 

Westerring 17 

B - 9700 Oudenaarde

+32 5533 3211 (Office)

info.europe@gregorypacks.com

www.eu.gregorypacks.com

All specifications are subject to change. 
©2021 Samsonite IP Holdings S.àr.l. All Rights Reserved. Printed in Belgium 6/2021.
The GREGORY logo is a Registered trademark of Samsonite IP Holdings S.àr.l.
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 AUSTRIA 

EXCLUSIV 

SPORTARTIKELVERTRIEB GMBH  

Wieselsdorfer Straße 34 

AT - 8504 Preding 

Tel.: +43 3185 2286-13

 BALTICS 
GRYNAM ORE 

Daržų g. 12 

LT – Klaipėda 

Tel.: +37 065 850 703 

b2b@grynamore.lt

 BENELUX 
CJ AGENCIES 

Hermesweg 28 

NL – 3741 GP Baarn 

Tel.: +31 35 542 4200 

info@cjagencies.nl 

www.cjagencies.nl

 BULGARIA 

XCO SPORTS LTD 

bul. Cherni Vrah 90 

BG - 1407 Hladilnika, Sofia 

info@xcosports.com 

www.xcosports.com

 CZECH REPUBLIC 
& SLOVAKIA 
ALPSPORT S.R.O 

Tyrsova 25 

CZ – 702 00 Ostrava 

Tel.: +420 596 122441 

vo@alpsport.cz 

www.alpsport.cz

 DENMARK 
ODEX APS 

Vassingerødvej 147 

DK - 3540 Lynge 

Tel.: +45 70 20 75 79 

info@odex.dk 

www.odex.dk

 DE/GERMANY 
 North-West Germany 

HANDELSAGENTUR 

HÖHENFIEBER 

Feldstrasse 28 

D - 42579 Heiligenhaus 

Tel.: +49 (173) 2956041 

Stefan Kuhnert 

agentur@hoehenfieber.de 

www.hoehenfieber.de 

 East Germany 

MONTANA TRADING 

Hohndorfer Str. 35 

D - 09376 Oelsnitz / Erzgeb. 

Tel.: +49 (172) 3706298 

Thomas Seifert 

montanatrading@t-online.de 

 South, West 

SPORT HANDELSAGENTUR 

WEINDEL 

Rheinfeldstr. 21 

D – 67354 Römerberg 

Tel.: +49 171 2185366 

Sascha Weindel 

sport-handelsagentur@web.de 

 Bavaria 

M-SERVICES FLORIAN 

GSCHWENDTNER 

Rungestrasse 5 

D – 86199 Augsburg 

Tel.: +49 151 62806389 

Florian Gschwendtner 

office@OutdoorEquipment.de 

www.OutdoorEquipment.de

 FINLAND 
VP OUTDOOR OY 

Hämeentie 157, 7.krs H28 

FIN – 00560 Helsinki 

Tel.: +358-40-7239657 

Veli-Pekka Mölsä 

veli-pekka.molsa@vpoutdoor.fi 

www.vpoutdoor.fi

 FRANCE & 
ANDORRA 
PL DIFFUSION 

6 Rue Maurice SAVIN 

F – 26210 MORAS EN VALLOIRE 

Tel.: +33 475 31 60 76 

commande@pldiffusion.eu 

www.pl-diffusion.fr

 GREECE 
POLO A.B.E.E. 

Sintagmatarchou Zisimopoulou 62 

GR - 175 64, P. Faliro – Athens 

Tel.: +30 210 94 28 200 

info@polo.gr  

www.polo.gr

 ICELAND 
STOÐTÆKI EHF. 

Dugguvogur 2, 

IS – 104 Reykjavík 

Tel: +354 510 9515 

Smári Guðnason 

smari@explorer.is

 ISRAEL 
M-GRAVITY LTD 

Noga Keilim Bldg. 

63 Hadasim Rd. 

Ind. Zone 

IL – 40500 Even-Yehuda 

Tel.: +972 9 746 6910 

info@gravityisrael.com

 ITALY 
ABSOLUTE OUTDOOR  

Via Angelo Maj 14/D 

Bergamo (Bergamo) 

IT - Italy 24121 

Tel.: +39 (338) 3681827 

Beppe Spadaro 

spadaro@absoluteoutdoor.it

 NORWAY 
XC SPORTS EQUIPMENT AS 

Baker Østbys vei 17 

N – 1351 Rud 

Tel.: +47 40001916 

post@xcsports.com 

www.xcsports.com

 POLAND 
CRAGSPORT 

Cholerzyn 406 

PL - 32-060 Liszki 

Tel.: +48 503 062 709 

info@cragsport.pl 

www.cragsport.pl

 PORTUGAL 
GREGORY EUROPE 

Westerring 17 

B – 9700 Oudenaarde 

Tel.: +32 55 33 32 11 

info.europe@gregorypacks.com

 RUSSIA 
SAMSONITE LLC 

Leninskaya sloboda, 19 

Moscow, Russia

 SOUTH-AFRICA 
SAMSONITE SOUTHERN  

AFRICA (PTY) LTD 

68 Old Main Road  

ZA – Kloof, 3610, KZN 

Tel.: +27 31 2660 620 

CustomerServiceZA@samsonite.com 

 SLOVENIA & 
BALKANS 
ALPVENT D.O.O.   

Dobračevska ulica 49  

SL - 4226 Žiri  

Tel.: + 386 51 411 040 

Andrej Pelipenko 

outdoor@alpvent.com 

www.kk-trade.si

EUROPEAN AGENCIES & DISTRIBUTORS
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LARS FÖLL 

General Manager Europe 

Lars.Foell@gregorypacks.com

KRISTOF VERLEYEN 

Product & Sales Coordinator  

Kristof.Verleyen@gregorypacks.com

MARC MORELL 

Sales Manager Germany 

Marc.Morell@gregorypacks.com

JANNIK JAUER 

Communication & Marketing Coordinator 

Jannik.Jauer@gregorypacks.com

SALES & MARKETING

 SPAIN  
FERMUN TOTAL SPORTS BJ SL 

Calle Joaquim Ruyra 13, planta 1 

ES – 08205 Sabadell (Barcelona) 

Tel.: +34 937 685 469 

Josep Muntal 

jmuntal@fermunsports.com 

www.fermunsports.com

 SWEDEN 
VERTICALX SWARTLING AB 

Luxgatan 6 

S – 112 62 Stockholm  

Tel.: +46 73 581 65 62 

Per Swartling 

per@verticalx.se

 SWITZERLAND 
ACE, ALPINE & CLIMBING 

EQUIPMENT AG 

Obere Dorfstrasse 2 

CH – 8873 Amden 

Tel.: +41 55 611 61 61 

info@acesport.ch 

www.acesport.ch

 UK & IRELAND 
PROAGENCIES LTD 

 North: 

Lawrence Friell 

Tel.: +44 7795 904043 

lawrence@proagencies.com 

 Midlands: 

Matt Moore 

Tel.: +44 7734 215821 

matt@proagencies.com 

 South: 

Seb Murphy 

Tel.: +44 7415 103306 

seb@proagencies.com 

 TURKEY 
SAMSONITE SEYAHAT  

URUNLERI SAN VE TIC AS 

Istanbul Dünya Ticaret Merkezi 

TR – A2 blok No:209 Bakirkoy Istanbul 

Tel.: +90 2126922336 

Murat.oral@samsonite.com

 UKRAINE 
THE CLIMB (VOSKHOZHDENIE) 

Sichovih Striltsyv 8a str. 

UA - 49000 Dnipro 

Tel.: +38 056 785 62 29 

Natasha Zubarieva 

n.zubarieva@theclimb.com.ua
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